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Abstract

One of the challenges in the development of an image retrieval system is to achieve

an efficient indexing scheme since both developers and users, who are used to make

requests in order to find a multimedia element in a large database, can be frustrated

due to the long computational time of the search.

The traditional indexing schemes neither fulfill the dynamic indexing requirement,

which allows to add or remove elements from the structure, nor fit well in high dimen-

sional feature spaces due to the phenomenon so called “the curse of dimensionality.”

After analyzing several indexing techniques from the literature, we have decided

to implement an indexing scheme called Hierarchical Cellular Tree (HCT), which

was designed to bring an effective solution especially for indexing large multimedia

databases. The HCT has allowed to improve the performance of our implemented

image retrieval system based on the MPEG-7 visual descriptors. We have also made

some contributions by proposing some modifications to the original HCT which have

resulted in an improvement of its performance. Thus, we have proposed a redefinition

of the covering radius, which does not consider only the elements belonging to the

cell, but also all the elements holding from that cell. Since this consideration implies

a much more computationally costly algorithm, we have proposed an approximation

by excess for the covering radius value. However, we have also implemented a method

which allows to update the covering radius to its actual value whenever it is desired.

In addition to this, the pre-emptive insertion method has been adapted as a searching

technique in order to improve the performance given by the retrieval scheme called

Progressive Query, which was originally proposed to be used over the HCT.

Furthermore, the HCT indexing scheme has been also adapted to a server/client

architecture by using a messenger system called KSC, which allows to have the HCT
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loaded on a server waiting for the query requests which are launched for the several

clients of the retrieval system. In addition to this, the tool used to request a search

over the indexed database has been adapted to a graphic user interface, named GOS

(Graphic Object Searcher), which allows the user to order the retrievals in a more

friendly way.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As a consequence of recent technology development, large image databases have been

created. For example, on the Web, billions of images are uploaded in sites such as

Flickr and Facebook, millions of websites including images are updated everyday and

also new websites are created. But these large image databases are not only present in

internet; audiovisual media companies have also all their broadcasted content stored

in large private systems. In these contexts, well organized databases and efficient

storing and retrieval are absolutely necessary.

Most traditional methods of image retrieval consist in adding metadata, such as key-

words or textual descriptions, to the images so that retrieval can be performed on

these annotations. For instance, every time you upload an image in Flickr you can

assign up to 75 tags, which act as keywords. These tags are helpful to find images

which have something in common. Due to the subjectivity in the choice of the key-

words and the cost of manual annotation over a large database, most popular image

retrieval systems, such as Google Image Search and Microsoft Live Image Search,

are based on automatic keyword extraction algorithms that analyze the surrounding

text [CWT08][HT09]. However, these systems do not take advantage of the visual

information intrinsically contained in the image.

It was in 1992 that Kato referred to Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) in order

to describe his experiments [HK92]. CBIR systems are based on the automatic ex-

traction of visual features, such as color, texture and shape, from the images, which

are compared by using a similarity measure between their features. Query by Exam-

ple (QbE) is the most popular query technique, which involves providing the system
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

with an example query image. From this image, some visual features are extracted

and compared to the features of each image in the database in order to retrieve the

most similar ones. Many CBIR systems, such as QBIC [NBE+93], Virage [BFG+96],

Photobook [PPS95], VisualSEEk [SC96] among others, have been implemented. On

the bases of MPEG-7 standard [Man02], we designed a CBIR system which uses some

defined descriptors: Color Structure Descriptor, Dominant Color Descriptor, Color

Layout Descriptor and Texture Edge Histogram Descriptor [Ven10].

CBIR systems suffers basically from three problems. First, there is the gap between

the high level semantic concepts used by humans and the low-level visual features

extracted from a computer [ZH00]. Visual features are useful to compute the similar-

ity between two images based on color, texture... but this similarity does not always

match with the human perception. Second, there is a scalability problem, i.e. CBIR

systems needs incorporating indexing techniques in order to scale up well when they

work over large databases. Thus, an exhaustive sequential search would not be feasi-

ble in a large database due to its linear computation time behavior. To get an idea,

an exhaustive search performed on a database of 200,000 elements lasts 10 seconds

by using the implemented system in [Ven10]. This is the problem we aim to solve

and, therefore, an efficient indexing technique is required in order to achieve retrieval

times that would be acceptable for the user. Third, there is the so-called “curse of

the dimensionality” problem. Some indexing techniques, in particular spatial access

methods (see Section 2.1), do not fit well with in high dimensional feature spaces.

Thus, in such cases, there is no improvement in using these indexing techniques in

comparison to an exhaustive search over the entire database. Therefore, an indexing

technique which fulfills the following requirements is desired:

• Dynamic approach. An index structure which allows insertions and deletions of

the indexed elements. Multimedia databases are not static and, therefore, we

do not want an indexing technique which requires to reindex the whole database

from scratch every time an element is to be either inserted or removed.

• High dimensional feature spaces. Since our implemented CBIR system works

with the MPEG-7 visual descriptors, which are high-dimensional feature vec-

tors, we need an indexing technique which does not suffer from the “curse of

the dimensionality” problem.
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Towards this goal, many indexing techniques have been studied in Chapter 2. The

indexing technique which fits best the requirements to be fulfilled, called Hierarchical

Cellular Tree (HCT) [KG07] is described in detail in Chapter 3. Furthermore, some

modifications to the HCT have been proposed in Chapter 4. Next, Chapter 5 de-

scribes how the Hierarchical Cellular Tree has been implemented in our development

platform. Then, the performance of the implemented indexing technique is evaluated

in Chapter 6. The HCT has been built over an image database which consists of more

than 200,000 elements. In order to evaluate the performance of the retrieval system,

the rankings obtained by using many searching techniques over the HCT have been

compared with the ranking resulting from an exhaustive search. As it was expected,

there is a compromise between the computational time required for retrieval and the

“goodness” of the elements retrieved, i.e. the quality of the ranking obtained by using

the HCT in comparison to an exhaustive search. Some measures extracted from lit-

erature have been used in order to evaluate this “goodness” of the elements retrieved.

Finally, we draw some conclusions and present future lines of work in Chapter 7.





Chapter 2

State of the Art

For the past three decades, researchers proposed several indexing techniques in order

to overcome storage and specially management problems resulting from the recent

technological hardware and network improvements along with the daily usage of In-

ternet. The most traditional indexing techniques are formed mostly in a hierarchical

tree structure which is used to cluster the feature space. These indexing techniques

can be mainly grouped in two categories: (i) spatial access methods (SAMs) and

(ii) metric access methods (MAMs). [Het] is recommended for readers which are not

familiar with the basic principles of metric indexing. Furthermore, the reader is ad-

dressed to [Knu97] and [CLRS01] for an overview of the tree structure data concepts.

In Section 2.1 and Section 2.2, the principles on which SAMs and MAMs are based

are explained, respectively, and some indexing techniques are presented in each case.

Finally, another very popular indexing technique called Locality Sensitive Hashing

(LSH), which is not based on a hierarchical tree structure, is presented in Section 2.3.

2.1 Spatial Access Methods

The goal of spatial access methods is to organize spatial data in such a way that

it will enable the efficient retrieval of relevant objects according to the topological

properties of their spatial attributes. Researchers have proposed several SAM-based

indexing techniques:

• k− d tree [FBF77]. The k− d tree is a generalization of the simple binary tree

used for sorting and searching. The k − d tree is a binary tree in which each

5
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node represents a subset of the records in the database and a partitioning of that

subset. The root of the tree represents the entire database. Each nonterminal

node has two sons or successor nodes which represent the two subsets defined by

the partitioning. The terminal nodes represent mutually exclusive small subsets

of the data records, which collectively form a partition of the record space.

In the case of one-dimensional searching, a record is represented by a single key

and a partition is defined by some value of that key. All records in a subset

with key values less than or equal to the partition value belong to the left son,

while those with a larger value belong to the right son. Thus, the key variable

becomes a discriminator for assigning records to the two subsets.

In k dimensions, a record is represented by k keys. Any one of these can serve

as the discriminator for partitioning the subset represented by a particular node

in the tree. Thus, the discriminating key number can range from 1 to k. The

k− d tree is optimized by choosing at every nonterminal node the key with the

largest spread in values as the discriminator and to chose the median of the

discriminator key values as the partition.

• R-tree [Gut84]. An R-tree is a height-balanced tree with index records in its

leaf nodes containing pointers to data objects. A spatial database consists of

a collector of tuples representing spatial objects, and each tuple has a unique

identifier which can be used to retrieve it. Leaf nodes in an R-tree contain index

record entries of the form (I, tuple− identifier) where tuple− identifier refers

to a tuple in the database and I is an n-dimensional rectangle which is the

bounding box of the spatial object indexed I = (I0, I1, ..., In−1). Here n is the

number of dimensions and Ii is a closed bounded interval [a, b] describing the

extent of the object along dimension i. Non-leaf nodes contain entries of the

form (I, child − pointer) where child − pointer is the address of a lower node

in the R-tree and I covers all rectangles in the lower node’s entries.

• R*-tree [BKSS90]. The R*-tree is a R-tree variant which incorporates a com-

bined optimization of area, margin and overlap of each enclosing rectangle in

the directory. It provides a consistently better performance by introducing a

policy called “forced reinsert”. Thus, the R*-tree forces entries to be reinserted

during the insertion routine in order to achieve dynamic reorganizations. Fur-

thermore, forced reinsert changes entries between neighboring nodes and thus

decreases the overlap which results in a decrease in the number of paths to
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be traversed. As a side effect, storage utilization is improved. Higher storage

utilization will generally reduce the query cost as the height of the tree will

be kept low. In addition to this, less splits occur due to more restructuring.

Furthermore, since the outer rectangles of a node are reinserted, the shape of

the directory rectangles will be more quadratic. Thus, clustering rectangles into

bounding boxes with only little variance of the lengths of the edges reduces the

area of directory rectangles, which improves performance since decisions which

paths have to be traversed can be taken on higher levels.

• TV-tree [LJF94]. The basis of the TV-tree is to use dynamically contracting

and extracting feature vectors. As more objects are inserted to the tree, more

features might be needed to discriminate among the objects. Thus, the TV-tree

is based on the telescopic problem, which can be described as follows. Given an

n× 1 feature vector ~x and an m×n (m ≤ n) contraction matrix Am, the m× 1

vector Am~x is an m-contraction of ~x. A sequence of such matrices Am, with

m = 1, ... describes a telescoping function provided that the following condition

is satisfied:

If the m1-contractions of two vectors, ~x and ~y, are equal, then so are their

respective m2-contractions, for every m2 < m1.

In most applications, transforming the given feature vector will achieve good

ordering. Ordering the features on the basis of importance is exactly what the

Karhunen Lowe (KL) transform achieves. KL transform is optimal if the set of

data is known in advance, thus, for static databases. In a dynamic case, data-

independent transforms sucs as Discrete Cosine Transform and the Discrete

Fourier Transform are used instead.

Each node in the TV-tree represents the Minimum Bounding Region (MBR) of

all its descendents. Each region is represented by a center, which is a vector

determined by the telescoping vectors representing the objects, and a scalar

radius. Since the center of the region is also a telescopic vector, the term

Telescopic Minimum Bounding Region (TMBR) is used to denote the MBR

with such a telescopic vector as a center.

• X-tree [BKK96]. The X-tree (eXtended node tree) is an index structure sup-

porting efficient query processing of high-dimensional data. The X-tree avoids

overlap whenever it is possible without allowing the tree to degenerate; other-
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wise, the X-tree uses extended variable size directory nodes, so-called supern-

odes. The X-tree may be seen as a hybrid of a linear array-like and a hierarchical

R-tree like directory.

The X-tree consists of three different types of nodes: data nodes, normal di-

rectory nodes, and supernodes. The basic goal of supernodes is to avoid splits

in the directory which would result in an inefficient directory structure. The

alternative to using larger node sizes are highly overlapping directory nodes

which would require to access most of the son nodes during the search process.

This, however, is more inefficient than linearly scanning the larger supernode.

Supernodes are created during insertion only if there is no other possibility to

avoid overlap. In many cases, the creation or extension of supernodes may be

avoided by choosing an overlap-minimal split axis.

• NV-Tree [LJA11]. The NV-Tree is a disk-based data structure, which builds

upon a combination of projections of data points to lines and partitioning of the

projected space. By repeating the process of projecting and partitioning, data

is eventually separated into small partitions which can easily be fetched from

disk with a single disk read, and which are highly likely to contain all the close

neighbors in the collection. For each pair of adjacent partitions, an overlapping

partition, covering 50% of each partition, is created for redundant coverage of

partition borders.

During query processing, the search first traverses the hierarchy of inner nodes

of the NV-Tree. At each level of the tree, the query descriptor is projected to the

projection line associated with the current node. The search is then directed

to the sub-partition with center-point closest to the projection of the query

descriptor. This process of projection and choosing the right sub-partition is

repeated until the search reaches a leaf node. Then, the query descriptor is pro-

jected onto the projection line of the leaf node. The two descriptor identifiers on

either side of the projected query descriptor are returned as the nearest neigh-

bors, then the second two descriptor identifiers, etc. Thus, the k/2 descriptor

identifiers found on either side of the query descriptor projection are alternated

to form the ranked k approximate neighbor of the query descriptor. Therefore,

since no distance calculations are required, little CPU cost is incurred even for

large collections.
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In addition to the indexing techniques detailed above, several other SAM variants

were proposed such as SS-tree [WJ96], SR-tree [KS97], S2-Tree [WP01], Hybrid-Tree

[CM99], A-tree [SYUK00], IQ-tree [BBJ+00], Pyramid Tree [BBK98], NB-tree [FJ03],

etc.

However, SAMs have significant drawbacks for the indexing of large-scale multimedia

databases. The applicability of SAMs is limited by the fact that the items have to be

represented by the points in an N-dimensional feature space and the (dis)similarity

measure between two points has to be based on a distance function in Lp metric such

as Euclidean distance. Furthermore, SAMs do not scale up well to high dimensional

spaces and become less efficient than sequential indexing for dimensions higher than

ten [WSB98].

2.2 Metric Access Methods

MAMs give a more general approach than SAMs since they employ the indexing

process by assuming only the availability of a similarity distance function that is a

norm. Therefore, multimedia databases with several multidimensional features are

indexed according to this similarity distance function which is usually treated as a

“black box”. Researchers have proposed several MAM-based indexing techniques:

• VP-tree [Yia93]. The vantage point tree (vp-tree) is based on partitioning

the feature vectors (data points) into two groups according to their similarity

distances with respect to a reference point, a so-called vantage point. In vp-

trees, at every node of the tree, a vantage point is chosen among the data points,

and the distances of this vantage point from all other points (the points which

will be indexed below that node) are computed. Then, these points are sorted

into an ordered list with respect to their distances from the vantage point. Next,

the list is partitioned at positions to create sublists of equal cardinality.

The structure of a binary vp-tree is very simple. Each internal node is of the

form (Sv,M,Rptr, Lptr), where Sv is the vantage point, M is the median distance

among the distances from Sv to all the points indexed below that node, and

Rptr and Lptr are pointers to the right and left branches. Left branch of the

node indexes the points whose distance from Sv are less than or equal to M ,

and right branch of the node indexes the points whose distances from Sv are
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greater than or equal to M . In leaf nodes, instead of the pointers to the left

and right branches, references to the data points are kept.

• MVP-tree [BO97]. Similar to the vp-tree, the mvp-tree partitions the data space

into spherical cuts around vantage points. However, it creates partitions with

respect to more than one vantage point at one level and keeps extra information

for the data points in the leaf nodes for effective filtering of non qualifying points

in a similarity search operation.

Unlike the strategy followed in vp-trees, the vantage point does not have to be

from inside the region. This means that we can use the same vantage point to

partition the regions associated with the nodes at the same level. The mvp-tree

takes this approach and uses more than one vantage points in the nodes for

higher utilization.

In the construction of the vp-tree structure, for each data point in the leaves,

the distances between that point and all the vantage points on the path from

the root node to the leaf node that keeps that data point are computed. In vp-

trees, such distances are not kept. However, the mvp-tree keeps these distances

for the data points in the leaf nodes in order to provide further filtering at the

leaf level during search operation.

• GNAT [Bri95]. The Geometric Near-neighbor Access Tree (GNAT) is based on

the philosophy that the data structure should act as a hierarchical geometrical

model which reflects the intrinsic geometry of the underlying data. A k number

of split points are chosen at the top level. Each one of the remaining points are

associated with one of the k datasets (one for each split point), depending on

which split point they are closest to. For each split point, the minimum and

maximum distances from the points in the datasets of other split points are

recorded. The tree is recursively built for each dataset at the next level.

• M-tree [CPRZ97]. The M-tree is a balanced and dynamic tree, which is built

from bottom to top, creating a new root level only when necessary. This tree

organizes the objects into fixed-size nodes, which correspond to regions of the

metric space. Nodes of the M-tree can store up to M entries, which is the

capacity of the nodes.

For each indexed database element, one entry with format

entry(Oj) = [Oj , oid(Oj), d(Oj , P (Oj))]
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is stored in a leaf node. In entry(Oj), oid(Oj) is the identifier of the object

which resides on a separate data file, Oj are the feature values of the object and

d(Oj , P (Oj)) is the distance between Oj and P (Oj), which is the parent object

of Oj .

An entry in an internal (non-leaf) node stores a feature value, Or, also called

a routing object, and a covering radius, r(Or) > 0. The entry for a routing

object Or includes a pointer to the root of sub-tree and the distance from the

parent object. The covering radius of a routing object Or satisfies the inequality

d(Oj , Or) ≤ r(Or) for each object Oj stored in the covering tree of Or.

As any other dynamic balanced tree, M-tree grows in a bottom-up fashion. The

overflow of a node N is managed by allocating a new node, N ′, at the same level

of N , partitioning the M + 1 entries among the two nodes, and then promoting

relevant information to the parent node, Np. When the root splits, a new root

is created and the M-tree grows by one level.

• Slim-tree [TTSF00]. The Slim-tree is a dynamic tree for organizing metric

datasets in pages of fixed size. It shares the basic data structure with other

metric trees like the M-tree where data is stored in the leaves and an appropriate

cluster hierarchy is built on top. The Slim tree differs from previous MAMs in

the following ways. First, a split algorithm based on the Minimum Spanning

Tree (MST) is used which performs faster than other split algorithms without

sacrificing search performance of the MAM. Second, a new insertion algorithm

which leads to considerably higher storage utilization is applied to guide an

insertion of an object at an internal node to an appropriate subtree. Third, an

algorithm called Slim-down makes the metric tree tighter and faster in a post-

processing step. This algorithm uses the “fat-factor” and the “bloat-factor”

to measure the degree of overlap and improves the performance by minimizing

overlaps between nodes.

• M+-tree [ZWYY03]. The M+-tree is a tree dynamically organized for large

datasets in metric spaces which takes full advantages of M-tree and MVP-tree,

with a new concept called key dimension, which effectively reduces response

time for similarity search. It inherits M-tree’s promotion mechanism, triangle

inequality and the branch and bound technique. Furthermore, M+-tree fully

utilizes the filtering twice idea used in MVP-tree and adopts the similar ideas of

key dimension and the key dimension shift used in TV-tree in a novel way based
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on the following concepts: (i) dimension can be ordered by their significance

in a metric-space, and (ii) the active dimensions can be shift for enhancing the

efficiency.

• PM-tree [TSS04]. The Pivoting M-tree (PM-tree) is an extension of the M-

tree which explotes pivot-based ideas for metric region volume reduction. Each

metric region of M-tree is described by a bounding hyper-sphere (defined by a

center object and a covering radius). However, the shape of a hyper-spherical

region is far from optimal since it does not bound the data objects tightly

together thus the region volume is too large.

In order to build the PM-tree, a set of p pivots Pt, which belong to the database,

must be selected. This set is fixed for all the lifetime of a particular PM-tree

index. Furthermore, a new attribute called HR is also included in the routing

entry. This attribute is an array of phr hyper-rings (phr ≤ p) where the t-th

hyper-ring HR[t] is the smallest interval covering distances between the pivot Pt

and each of the objects stored in leaves of the subtree. For the ground entries,

a new attribute called PD is also included. This attribute stands for an array

of ppd pivot distances where the t-th distance PD[t] = d(Oi,Pt). Since each

hyper-ring region defines a metric region containing all the object stored in

the subtree, an intersection of all the hyper-rings and the hyper-sphere forms a

metric region bounding all the objects as well. This new region is always smaller

than the original M-tree region defined just by a hyper-sphere and bounds the

indexed objects more tightly which, in turn, significantly improves the overall

efficiency of similarity search.

However, the existing MAMs present several drawbacks for similarity-based indexing

of multimedia databases. The static MAMs, for instance, do not support dynamic

changes such as new insertions or deletions, whereas this is an essential requirement

during the incremental construction of a multimedia database. Even though M-tree

and its variants provide dynamic database access, the incremental construction of the

indexing tree could lead, depending on the order of the objects or the choice of its

pre-fixed parameters, to significantly varying performances during the indexing and

querying phases.
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2.3 Locality Sensitive Hashing

Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [AI08] is an efficient indexing method to organize

and query large-scale and high-dimensional database. The LSH algorithm relies on

the existence of locality-sensitive hash functions. Let H be a family of hash functions

mapping Rd to some universe U . For any two points p and q, consider a process in

which a function h from H is chosen uniformly at random, and analyze the probability

that h(p) = h(q). Then, H is called (R, cR, P1, P2)-sensitive if for any two points

p, q ∈ Rd H satisfies the following conditions:

• if ||p− q|| ≤ R then PrH [h(q) = h(p)] ≥ P1,

• if ||p− q|| ≥ cR then PrH [h(q) = h(p)] ≤ P2

In order for a locality-sensitive hash family to be useful, it has also to satisfy P1 > P2.

To put it simply, the principle of LSH is that nearby data points are hashed into the

same bucket with a high probability while points faraway are hashed into the same

bucket with a low probability.

An LSH family H can be used to design an efficient algorithm for approximate near

neighbor search. However, one typically cannot use H as is since the gap between

the probabilities P1 and P2 could be quite small. Instead, an amplification process

which consists in concatenating several hash functions is needed in order to achieve

the desired probabilities of collision. In particular, for parameters k and L (specified

later), L functions gj(q) = (h1,j(q), ..., hk,j(q)) are chosen, where ht,j (1 ≤ t ≤ k, 1 ≤
j ≤ L) are chosen independently and uniformly at random from H. These are the

actual functions used to hash the data points.

The data structure is constructed by placing each point p from the input set into

a bucket gj(p), for j = 1, ..., L. To process a query q, we scan through the buckets

g1(q), ..., gL(q) and retrieve the points stored in them. Then, we compare their dis-

tance to the query point and report any point which is a valid answer to the query.

Larger values of k lead to a larger gap between the probabilities of collision for close

points (pk1) and far points (pk2). The benefit of this amplification is that the hash

functions are more selective. At the same time, if k is large then pk1 is small, which

means that L must be sufficiently large to ensure that an R-near neighbor collides
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with the query point at least once. On the other hand, a larger number of hash tables

results in a heavier memory consumption, which is the significant drawback of LSH.

We want to give a solution to the K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) problem. Let q be the

image query, i.e. the image used as example for searching the elements which are most

similar to q. Then, the KNN problem consists in retrieving the k most similar elements

from the database to the image query given. However, LSH, by its nature, does not

solve the KNN problem but the ε-near neighbor problem. Therefore, it answers a

range search, gathering points within a predefined ε-distance from the query point.

In order to adapt LSH for K nearest neighbor retrieval it has to be configured with a

significantly large ε, which occasionally leads to a very large number of false positives

[LJA11].



Chapter 3

Hierarchical Cellular Tree

In [KG07], a novel indexing technique, called Hierarchical Cellular Tree (HCT), is

presented and has been designed to bring an effective solution for indexing large mul-

timedia databases. The elements are partitioned depending on their relative distances

and stored within cells on the basis of their similarity. As its name implies, HCT is

a hierarchical structure, which consists of one or more levels, and each level in turn

holds one or more cells. Each cell has an element as a representative or nucleus, which

is contained in a cell in the upper level except for the cell held by the top level. Fig-

ure 3.1 shows an HCT example extracted from [KG07] over a database containing 18

elements. In this example, the database elements have been divided into 6 different

cells (A, B, C, D, E, F) on the ground level. Each cell’s representative (d for cell A,

c for cell B, e for cell C, etc.) have been clustered in 3 different cells (A, B, C) on

the first level in turn. Finally, the top cell from the top level consists of each cell’s

nucleus (c for cell A, a for cell B and b for cell C) from the lower level.

Furthermore, HCT is a self-organized tree, which basically means that the operations

(item insertion, removal, etc.) are not externally controlled, but they are carried out

according to some internal rules. The indexing structure is created in a bottom-up

fashion, which means that the elements are always inserted in the ground level and,

due to these insertions, the cells may suffer from mitosis or their nucleus may change,

so these alterations are spread towards the top of the tree.

The HCT is a MAM-based indexing technique which was developed in order to provide

efficient solutions to the aforementioned shortcomings of the indexing algorithms

in Chapter 2. Among all indexing structures presented, M-tree shows the highest

15
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Figure 3.1: HCT example

structural similarity to HCT, such as the following:

• Both indexing schemes are MAM-based and have a similar hierarchical struc-

ture, i.e. levels.

• They are both constructed dynamically in a bottom-up fashion.

• Except the top level cell, each cell is represented by a nucleus object in the

upper level.

However, there are several differences between both indexing schemes:

• HCT was designed for indexing multimedia databases where the content vari-

ation is seldom balanced and it is, therefore, an unbalanced tree optimized for

achieving highly focused cells, which may exhibit variations on size and density.

• HCT does not depend on a maximum (fixed size) capacity M as the M-tree

does. Therefore, its performance does not depend on a “good” choice of a pre-

fixed parameter with respect to the database size. Thus, HCT has no limit for

the cell size as long as the cell keeps a definite compactness measure.
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• HCT does not measure the cell compactness by using a single nucleus item alone

(the distance of the nucleus to the farthest object), but it uses all cell items and

their minimum distances to the cell to define a function which represents a

model for the cell compactness.

• The insertion processes differ significantly in terms of cell-search operations. M-

tree insertion operation is based on “Most-Similar Nucleus” cell search whereas

a Pre-emptive cell search algorithm was proposed for the HCT to perform an

optimum search for the target cell especially for large databases.

• HCT has a totally dymamic approach since any operation can change the cur-

rent cell nucleus to a new better one. On the contrary, M-tree has a conservative

structure since the cell nucleus is not changed after an insertion or removal op-

eration.

While Section 3.1 describes the cell structure in detail, Section 3.2 describes the level

structure. Next, the different operations which can be carried out over an HCT (item

insertion and removal) are explained in Section 3.3. Finally, a retrieval scheme which

takes advantage of the indexing structure is detailed in Section 3.4.

3.1 Cell Structure

A cell is a basic container structure where similar database elements are stored.

The ground level cells span all items in the entire database. Furthermore, each cell

carries a tree structure, a minimum spanning tree (MST) [Kru56], which refers to the

database objects (their database representations and basically their descriptors) as

its MST nodes. If we have a connected, undirected graph and we have assigned the

dissimilarity measures between each pair of elements as the weight of the edge that

connects these elements, the minimum spanning tree is the subgraph that connects all

the vertices together with the minimum cumulative total weight. Figure 3.2a shows

an example of the spanning tree obtained from a graph containing 10 elements with

their respective distances stored in the edges. This internal MST is used to keep the

minimum cumulative total dissimilarity distance of each individual item to the rest

of the elements in the cell. Furthermore, it is also used in order to assign the nucleus

item.
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(a) MST example (b) Cell Nucleus example

Figure 3.2: MST Formation (a) and possible candidates for Cell Nucleus (b)

The cell nucleus is the element which represents the owner cell on the upper level.

Since these elements are used during the top-down search for item insertion in order

to decide into which cell the element should be inserted or for query requests, it

is essential to promote the best item for this representation in the upper level at

any instant. Therefore, in [KG07] it is proposed to choose the element having the

maximum number of branches (connections to other items) in the MST. According to

this way of proceeding, for the MST example given in Figure 3.2a, there would be two

candidates for the cell nucleus, which are those marked by a red point in Figure 3.2b,

since both elements have three branches. The cell nucleus is a dynamic feature which

is verified and, if necessary, updated whenever an operation is performed over a cell

in order to guarantee the best representation of the dynamically changing cell.

Another dynamic cell feature is the cell compactness. This value quantifies how

focused or compact the clustering for the items within the cell is. It is calculated as a

function f of the following cell parameters: the mean µC and the standard deviation

σC of the MST branch weights (wC) of cell C, the covering radius (rC), which is

the distance from the nucleus to the furthest element in the cell, the maximum MST

branch weight, and the number of elements NC . Therefore, according to [KG07] an

estimation of the compactness feature of the cell, CFC , can then be formed as follows:

CFC = f(µC , σC , rC ,max(wC), NC) ≥ 0 (3.1)
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Figure 3.3: Sample mitosis operation over a mature cell

This parameter, the cell compactness, plays a key role in deciding whether or not

to perform mitosis within the cell at any instant. An HCT cell can suffer from

mitosis only if (i) it contains a minimum number of elements, named maturity cell

size NM , in order to have enough statistical data to be considered reliable, and (ii) it

is not compact enough, i.e., the cell compactness is over the current level compactness

threshold CThrL (CFC > CThrL). More details about the compactness threshold

are given in Section 3.2.

Apart from the features, as it has been commented before, a cell can undergo a process

called mitosis, which basically means that the cell is divided into two newborn child

cells. When mitosis is granted, MST is again used to decide how to split the owner

cell and the natural choice for this is to do it by breaking the branch with largest

weight of the MST. Then, each of the newborn child cells is formed by using each of

the MST partitions. In Figure 3.3 a sample mitosis operation is illustrated.

3.2 Level Structure

As mentioned before, the HCT has a hierarchical structure, which is formed by one or

more levels. Apart from the top level, which contains only one cell, each level holds

more than one cell, which have resulted from various mitosis operations that have

occurred on that level. The elements belonging to a particular level are the represen-

tatives for each cell from the lower level except, obviously, the ground level, which

contains the entire database. Therefore, the HCT allows a multiscale decomposition

since each level is a representation of the database. The lower the level, the more

detailed the representation. The tree grows one level upwards whenever a mitosis
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occurs in the top level cell.

Each level is the responsible for maximizing the compactness of its cells. With this

purpose, each level updates its own compactness threshold (CThrL), which is updated

after a number of insertion or mitosis operations by applying the median operator

over the compactness values (CFC) of its mature cells (SM ). This valued is divided

by a factor k0, called trend factor, on which the targeted enhancement will depend:

CThrL =
1

k0
Median(CFC |∀CεSM )

Due to new elements insertion, the global compactness may suffer from degradation,

but each level tries to achieve a trend of improving compactness in due time.

3.3 HCT Operations

There are two external operations that can be carried out over an HCT: item insertion

and item removal. While item removal is a cell-based operation, i.e. items belonging

to a same cell can be removed in a single step, item insertion is performed item by

item due to the dynamical construction of the tree.

3.3.1 Item Insertion

Whenever an item insertion is performed, the first thing to do is to find the most

suitable cell to which the element must be appended in the ground level. In order to

perform this operation in an efficient way, a novel search algorithm called Pre-emptive

cell search is proposed in [KG07], instead of an exhaustive search or the traditional

cell-search technique called MS-Nucleus (Most Similar Nucleus). While an exhaustive

search would imply a higher computational time, the MS-Nucleus may not retrieve

the best candidate since it assumes that the closest nucleus object yields the best

subtree during descend. This approach may reach a local minimum instead of the

best cell to be appended. However, the MS-Nucleus perfoms the best insertion time

since this technique implies the minimum number of comparison operations by simply

choosing the best cell candidate at each level.

On the other hand, the proposed Pre-emptive cell search adopts a compromise be-

tween the computational time and the cell reached during descend. Thus, the best
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Figure 3.4: Sample Pre-Emptive cell search

owner cell to which the element must be inserted is reached although the required

time is higher than the MS-Nucleus time. Furthermore, the construction of the HCT

should be considered crucial because the efectiveness of the retrieval results of any pos-

terior query over the HCT will depend on it. The Pre-Emptive cell search algorithm

performs a pre-emptive analysis on the upper level to find out all possible nucleus

objects which might yield the closest (most similar) objects on the lower level. If dmin

is the distance to the closest nucleus in the upper level, then all nucleus items OiN that

obey d(O,OiN )−r(OiN ) < dmin, where O is the object to be inserted and r(OiN ) is the

covering radius of the cell represented by the nucleus OiN , are fetched for tracking. For

example, in Figure 3.4, although cell C1 has the closest nucleus O1
N from the query

element O, cell C2 is not discarded because d(O,O2
N )− r(O2

N ) < dmin and it can also

yield to the closest element. On the other hand, since d(O,O3
N )− r(O3

N ) > dmin, cell

C3 can be discarded and it is not necessary to descend for its subtree. If MS-Nucleus

was carried out instead of Pre-Emptive cell search, the algorithm would have descend

for the cell C1 subtree since it contains the closest nucleus in that level.

Pre-Emptive cell search is a recursive algorithm that terminates its recursion one

level above the target level, i.e. in the first level for new elements to be inserted in

the ground level. It achieves the optimum insertion in the sense that the owner cell
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retrieved in the target level (ground level for external insertions) presents the closest

nucleus item with respect to the item to be inserted.

Once the element is appended to the retrieved cell, this cell becomes subject to a

generic post-processing check. First, the cell is examined for a mitosis operation. If

the cell is mature, i.e. it contains a minimum number of elements, and its compactness

is above the compactness threshold, then it is split into two newborn child cells.

Therefore, the parent cell must be removed from that level and the two new child

cells are inserted instead. Furthermore, the old nucleus (of the parent cell) must be

removed from the upper level. The two new representatives of the child cells must

be also inserted in the upper level by using the same insertion method based on the

Pre-Emptive cell search but having the upper level as the target level instead of the

current one. In case mitosis is not performed, it is necessary to check if the nucleus

has changed due to the insertion. In such a case, the old nucleus is removed from the

upper level and the new one is inserted by using the same pre-emptive technique.

The HCT construction over an entire database is the result of inserting dynamically

each of its elements one after the other in the ground level. As new elements are

inserted some cells may be split, resulting in a tree that grows in a bottom-up way.

Whenever the top cell is split, a new top level is created above it with a new cell

containing the two new nucleus items resuting from the division of the old top cell.

Figure 3.5 shows an illustrative example of HCT construction, extracted from [KG07],

where the elements are represented by colored circles and the similarity between two

elements is given by how similar in color they are. First, all the elements are inserted

in the unique cell of the HCT, which is created in the ground level, until this becomes

mature and not compact enough. In this example, this happens when the yellow ball

labeled as 1 is inserted. As a result, the cell is split into two new cells and a new top

level is created. The new nuclei of each child cell are computed (yellow ball labeled

as 1 and red ball labeled as f) and inserted in the new top cell. For each new element

to be inserted, the most similar cell is retrieved by using the Pre-emptive cell search

algorithm. Therefore, balls labeled as 2, 3 and 5 are inserted in the “red-blue” cell

and the ball labeled as 4 in the “yellow” cell. As a result of the insertion of the

ball labeled as 5, the nucleus have changed, so the old nucleus is removed from the

upper level and the new one is inserted. Then, when the new element labeled as 6

is inserted in the “red-blue” cell, this is split because it is mature and not focused

enough. Therefore, two newborn child cells are created and the parent cell is removed
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Figure 3.5: Sample HCT Construction

from the ground level. The old nucleus is removed from the upper level and the new

ones are inserted instead. This process continues until all the elements of the database

are inserted.
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3.3.2 Item Removal

This is an operation that does not require any cell search algorithm. When some

elements of the cell have to be removed, they are taken out of the cell and then the

cell becomes subject to a generic post-processing check. As a result of the items

removal, three cases are possible:

1. The cell is depleted (No elements remain in the cell). In this case, if the owner

cell is the top cell, it is removed and the top level is also removed from the HCT.

On the contrary, if the cell to be removed does not belong to the top level, then

the old nucleus must be removed from the parent cell in the upper level.

2. The cell is split. An item removal can result in a cell split if the cell is still

mature but no longer compact enough once the element has been removed. In

this case, the old nucleus must be taken out from the upper level, and the two

representatives of the two newborn child cells have to be inserted in the upper

level by using the insertion algorithm explained in Section 3.3.1.

3. The cell is not split. In this case, it is necessary to verify the need for the cell

nucleus change. In such a case, the old nucleus has to be removed from the

upper level and the new representative must be inserted instead by also using

the insertion algorithm from Section 3.3.1.

3.4 Retrieval scheme over HCT

In [KG07] a retrieval scheme called Progressive Query (PQ) [KG05] is proposed to

be used over the Hierarchical Cellular Tree. This searching technique consists in

performing periodical sub-queries over subsets of database items and allows the user

to interact with the ongoing query process. The size of each subset is determined with

respect to a suitable unit such as time to human perception. The order in which the

comparisons are done is given by the Query Path (QP), which consists of the several

subsets which the database has been divided into. Although the PQ can work within

nonindexed database, the most advantageous way to perform PQ is to form the QP

according to an indexing structure such as the Hierarchical Cellular Tree since an

indexing scheme allows to form a QP in which the most relevant elements can be

retrieved by earlier sub-queries. Next, the Query Path formation process is detailed

by using an example extracted from [KG07] which is illustrated in Figure 3.6. In this
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Figure 3.6: QP formation on a sample HCT body

example, the element b from the top cell is the most similar element to the query

item, so we visit the cell C from the lower level. Then, the two elements hosted

by this cell are compared with respect to the query item and since element b is the

most similar again, the cell E from the ground level is appended to the query path.

Then, we come back to the cell C from the upper level and we visit the following

most similar element, i.e. element f . Therefore, the cell F from the ground level is

appended to the query path. Since there are no elements left in the current cell, we

come back to the top cell and visit the following most similar element, i.e. element

c. Therefore, we visit cell A from the lower level. Since element c is again the most

similar element, cell B from the ground level is appended. This process goes on until

all the ground level are appended to the query path. In such a way, cells C, A and

D from the ground level would form the QP tail.





Chapter 4

Modifications to the original

HCT

In this chapter we present some modifications to the original Hierarchical Cellular

Tree. First of all, we propose a redefinition of the covering radius cell value and a

procedure to estimate it which are detailed in Section 4.1. Furthermore, we propose

to use the Preemptive Cell Search algorithm at any level in order to make the HCT

building more robust (see Section 4.2). Finally, we propose a few searching techniques

and establish a criteria for determining the number of cells to be considered when an

element retrieval is performed in Section 4.3.

4.1 Covering radius

The covering radius is defined in [KG07] as the distance from the nucleus to the

furthest element in the cell. However, we consider that we should take into account

not only the elements belonging to the corresponding cell, but also all the elements

belonging to its subtree, i.e. all the elements from the ground level cells that are

hanging on the afore-mentioned cell. Thus, the covering radius defined in [KG07] is

an approximation by defect, i.e. the covering radius value computed is always less

than or equal to its actual value. Figure 4.1 presents an example in which all the

elements in the cells C1, C2, and C3 should be considered in order to compute the

covering radius for the cell C9, instead of using only the elements belonging to the

cell C9. Since the computation of the exact covering radius, i.e. the distance from the

nucleus to the furthest element in the subtree, can have a high computational cost

27
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Figure 4.1: Covering radius

during the dynamic HCT construction, we have decided to approximate it according

to the following equation:

rC = max(rC(SN ), d(O1, ON ) + rC(S1), ..., d(OM , ON ) + rC(SM )) (4.1)

where rC(Si) refers to the covering radius of the son cell of element Oi with 1 ≤
i ≤ M , M are the number of elements in the cell, and ON refers to the nucleus

object. Equation 4.1 gives an approximation by excess of the covering radius value, i.e.

the covering radius computed is always greater than or equal to the actual covering

radius value. This approximation has been also used in [CPRZ97] for M-tree and

allows to keep the covering radius updated after new elements insertions with a low

computational cost due to its recursivity. Each covering radius only depends on

the graph of the own cell and the covering radius of its son cells from the lower

level. For the cells belonging to the ground level, the covering radius is computed

as the distance to the furthest element in the cells from the nucleus instead of using

the approximation given by Equation 4.1. Using the same example as before (see

Figure 4.1), the covering radius for the cell C9 is computed as:

rC(C9) = max(d(B,E) + rC(C1), rC(C2), d(E,H) + rC(C3))
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With this change in the covering radius definition, in spite of using the proposed

approximation by defect, we can guarantee that no HCT branch will be wrongly

discarded since we are using an approximation by excess for the covering radius.

Therefore, the most suitable cell will be found whenever a new element is inserted.

As we will see in Chapter 6, a better HCT building will result in a better performance

of the image retrieval system over the HCT.

4.2 HCT building

In [KG07] it is proposed to adopt a hybrid approach to build the HCT, using the

Preemptive Cell Search algorithm only in a certain number of the uppermost levels

and the Most Similar Nucleus technique for the lowest ones. However, we have decided

to build the HCT by using the Preemptive Cell Seach algorithm over all the levels,

since we consider that the HCT construction is a keystone to guarantee the quality

of the results for the future query requests to be launched on the indexed database.

That is the reason why we have also considered in Section 4.1 that the covering radius

for any cell has to take into account all the elements holding to that cell, not only

the elements belonging to the afore-mentioned cell.

Furthermore, we propose a method for updating the covering radius to its actual value

for all the cells of the HCT in order to improve the search time of the query requests

based on the Preemptive Cell Search algorithm. In this way, since the covering radius

is no longer an approximation by excess represented by Equation 4.1, the number of

cells which will be visited is granted to be less or equal than when the approximation

by excess is used. As a consequence, the number of comparisons between the query

element and an element from the database is minimized, so the searching time will be

also reduced. However, the approximation by excess is used again when a new element

has to be inserted in order to compute the covering radius for the cells affected by

the insertion process. This update method proposed for the covering radius can be

performed not only after the HCT construction to reduce the retrieval times, but

also during it in order to reduce the insertion time of future elements to be indexed.

However, using this method every a few number of insertions results on a worse global

HCT building time.
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4.3 Searching techniques over HCT

We want to give a solution to the K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) problem. Let q be

the image query, i.e. the image used as example for searching the elements which are

most similar to q. Then, the KNN problem consists in retrieving the k most similar

elements from the database to the image query given. As seen in Section 3.4, the

Progressive Query (PQ) is proposed in [KG07] as a retrieval scheme over the HCT.

As it will be shown in Chapter 6, the K most similar elements do not belong to the

Query Path (QP) initial part and, therefore, too many progressive sub-queries are

necessary to be performed in order to achieve satisfactory results. As a consequence,

these progressive sub-queries result in a too much high searching time. Thus, PQ

fails in solving the KNN problem in an efficient way.

That is the reason why we have implemented the following searching techniques in

order to improve the PQ performance:

• Most Similar Nucleus: This technique consists on descending through the HCT

branch which gives the most similar element at each level. Therefore, the nearest

element to the query image from the top cell is search and its son cell from the

lower level is visited discarding the rest of cells of that level. This methodology

is followed until a ground level cell is reached. The advantage of this searching

technique is that the image retrieval is performed very fast. On the other

hand, the Most Similar Nucleus can lead us to a local optimum far away from

the optimal retrieved elements. This is because descending through the HCT

branch which gives the most similar element at a given level does not guarantee

that the ground level cell whose nucleus is the most similar one to the query

image among all the ground level cell nuclei will be reached.

• Preemptive Cell Search: This searching technique is based on the same idea

as the insertion algorithm is. Therefore, the covering radius cell value is used

to discard any HCT branch in which we can guarantee that the most similar

element to the query image will not be found through it. It is for this searching

technique that the covering radius redefinition proposed in Section 4.1 becomes

essential, as well as the method for updating the covering radius to its exact

value in order to minimize the number of visited cells and, therefore, reduce

the searching time. By using this searching technique, the ground cell whose
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nucleus is the nearest one to the query image is always found. However, this

fact does not mean than the most nearest element from the database will be

retrieved since this element can belong to another cell. Anyway, this problem

is inherent to any clustering algorithm, but the probability of not retrieving

the most similar elements can be reduced by considering not only one cell but

a few cells. On the other hand, regarding the searching time, the Preemptive

Cell Search performance can never be better than the Most Similar Nucleus

performance since the number of HCT branches analyzed is always greater than

or equal to the number when the Most Similar Nucleus is applied, which only

descends for one of the HCT branches. Therefore, since more cells are visited

at each level, more comparison operations are also necessary, which results in

a worse retrieval time. It is only when at each level all the cells except the one

with the nearest nucleus can be discarded by using the covering radius that

both searching techniques gives the same performance.

• Hybrid: This searching technique is a hybrid of the two afore-mentioned tech-

niques: (i) the Most Similar Nucleus and (ii) the Preemptive Cell Search. This

technique tries to take advantage of the strong points of each one, i.e. the

searching time of the Most Similar Nucleus and the retrieved results of the

Preemptive Cell Search. With this objective, the latter technique is performed

over the uppermost levels, in which an error can be critical for the search per-

formance, whereas the Most Similar Nucleus is applied on the lowest levels,

in which the cells are expected to be more focused and, therefore, their nu-

cleus are expected to lead to the cell hosting the most similar elements to the

query image. When this technique is used, the number of levels over which the

Preemptive Cell Search algorithm will be performed must be specified.

• Exhaustive: The exhaustive search technique consists in a linear search over

all the elements of the database. Only this technique can guarantee that all

the nearest elements to the query image will be found. On the other hand,

this technique also would result in a linear search time (with respect to the

number of images in the database) and, therefore, cannot be considered for

large databases unless the user does not mind the retrieval time. In such a

case, we would not take advantage of the hierarchical clustering. However, this

searching technique can also be used on an given level and be combined with

other techniques on the lowest levels as in the Hybrid approach.
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When a search is performed over the HCT, the user selects the number of results

expected to be retrieved. Since the query element can be located near a cell border,

the cell whose nucleus is the nearest element to the query may not contain the most

similar elements. That is the reason why we propose considering a minimum number

of cells (MINC) regardless of the searching technique used. For example, if we set

the minimum number of cells to be visited to 3 and the user expects to retrieve 10

elements, the 3 cells whose nucleus are the 3 nearest elements to the query will be

taken into account although the most similar cell may contain more than 10 elements.

We also propose that the number of cells being considered depends on the number

of expected results (K). Therefore, the cells considered must host at least twice the

number of elements expected (C2K). The greater the number of elements considered,

the higher the likelihood of the exact K nearest neighbours to be found. On the other

hand, considering more elements will also result in an increase of the searching time.

According to the two above considerations, the number of cells (NC) considered will

be determined by the following equation:

NC = max(MINC , C2K)

Therefore, we have two cases:

• Case 1: The number of cells hosting at least twice the number of elements ex-

pected, i.e. C2K , is smaller than the minimum number of cells to be considered.

In such a case, MINC cells are taken into account.

• Case 2: The number of cells hosting at least twice the number of elements ex-

pected, i.e. C2K , is greater than the minimum number of cells to be considered.

Therefore, C2K cells are taken into account.

Finally, the elements hosted by the considered NC cells are sorted according to the

distance from each element to the query element. The results given to the user,

therefore, no longer keep the cellular structure. The motivation is that we consider

the clustering as a method for speeding up the searching process. The most important

thing from the user point of view is how good the retrieval system is, and not how

well the elements have been clustered.



Chapter 5

Implementation

The Hierarchical Cellular Tree (HCT) has been implemented in C++ language in a

development platform of the Video and Image Processing Group called ImagePlus.

The HCT implementation in this platform involved respecting the different traits for

which ImagePlus is characterized:

• Cross-platform: Linux, Windows (MinGW) and MacOSX (darwin).

• 64 bits ready platform

• Modular structure for a faster and better development

• Use of a Unit Test Framework based on the Boost Test Library as a release

validation system

• Configurable build system based on SCons that also allows to execute Unit

Tests in build-time

• Well formated documentation based on Doxygen

• Open to external libraries: Boost C++ Libraries

• Generic programming techniques

The implementation of the HCT has been divided into three classes: (i) Cell, (ii)

Level, and (iii) HCT. These different classes are result of the intrinsic HCT structure

since it consists of different cells that are hierarchically organized in different levels.

33
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Each of these elements is detailed in Section 5.1, Section 5.2, and Section 5.3 respec-

tively. In the implementation we have used STL containers, such as vectors, sets and

maps, whenever it has been feasible.

5.1 Cell Implementation

As explained in Section 3.1, a cell is a basic container of similar elements. First

of all, it is necessary to know (i) the data type of the elements we are working

with (VDModel) and (ii) the (dis)similarity measure that is used for comparing the

elements (distance functor). Thus, the class Cell depends on these two templates.

Although the Hierarchicall Cellular Tree will be used in this project with some visual

descriptors (and its respective similarity distances) defined in MPEG-7, this class has

been implemented in this way in order to be useful for any other data type. Therefore,

it will also allow to index a cloud of k dimensional points according to the Euclidean

distance for instance.

To represent the relationships between the elements of the cell we have used the

Boost Graph Library [SLL01]. Thus, the most important member of a cell is the

graph, which consists of vertices and edges. Each vertex represents an element of the

database. In order to avoid a great number of I/O operations not only during the

construction, but also after for each query request, the own elements have been stored

in the vertices. Therefore, we have used different vertex properties for different kind

of information:

• property index1. Except for the ground level, each element of a cell represents

an entire cell of the lower level. Thus, we store the pointer to the cell son for

each element of the cell in this vertex property.

• property index2. This is the vertex property where the element value is stored.

Its type is the same as the referred by the VDModel template.

• property name. In general, this vertex property will be used to identify the

element. In our context, it refers to the uri name of the XML containing the

visual descriptors of the respective element, as well as the uri name of the image

filename among other additional information. Although we have the descriptor

values stored in the vertex, these uri names are used for returning the results

after a query request.
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• property key. In general, this property is not necessary and can take the same

value as the property name. It is an identifier for the element. In our context,

this property is used to store the identifier of each element for an external (not

local) database. In particular, it will be useful when the Fedora Commons

Repository [LPSW06] has to be used, since each digital object of this tool has

associated a unique Persisten ID (PID) [GiNVPT+10].

Apart from the vertices, the edges are the other basic element of a graph. They

connect each pair of vertices in each cell and have an associated value which represents

how similar each pair of elements in the cell are. This similarity value, which is

stored in each edge, is obtained by computing the similarity measure given by the

distance functor template between the two vertices belonging to the given edge.

Another member of the cell is the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST). Once we have

the graph, we can obtain it by applying the kruskal minimum spanning tree method

implemented in the Boost Graph Library [SLL01]. Then, we propose as nucleus the

element which has the maximum number of branches (connections to other elements)

in the MST. This element will be the representative of the cell in the upper level.

The Minimum Spanning Tree is also used for computing the mean and variance of

the edge weights, and the maximum edge weigth, all of them used for obtaining the

cell compactness. According to Equation 3.1, the lower the edge weights are, the

lower the compactess is and, therefore, the lower the probability of the cell to be

split. As seen in Section 3.1, this parameter also depends on the covering radius and

the number of elements belonging to the cell.

The covering radius is a cell member which plays an important role in the HCT

building since it is used by the Preemptive Cell Search Algorithm when a new element

is inserted to the indexed structure. Recall that we have proposed a redefinition of

the covering radius which takes into account all the ground level cells belonging to the

subtree which has the given cell as root and an approximation by excess of the actual

value (see Section 4.1). Therefore, we have implemented both the original covering

radius (defined in [KG07]) and the proposed approximation in order to compare both

versions in Chapter 6.

Another element which is stored in each cell is a pointer to its parent cell except for

the top cell since there are no more levels above it. Therefore, in each cell there is
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also hierarchical information. Each element from a cell knows which cells represents

from the lower level and each cell knows which is the cell from the upper level which

its nucleus belongs to. According to Figure 4.1, from cell C9, vertex B has a pointer

to cell C1, vertex E to cell C2 and vertex H to cell C3. Furthermore, cell C9 has a

pointer to cell C12, which is its parent cell.

Apart from a default constructor for an empty cell, a constructor for a cell with one

element has been also implemented. The prototype of this constructor is:

Cell(VDModel& new_elem, std::string uri_name,

std::string key = "-", Cell* son = NULL)

where new_elem is the new element to be indexed, uri_name is the pathname of the

element inserted, key is the element identifier, and son is a cell pointer to the son

cell. This parameter is used when a parent cell is created after the splitting of a

cell in the lower level. In this case, the son cell creates the parent cell and gives it

information about which cell is represented by this new element in the parent cell.

In this particular case, a graph with only a vertex is build and the covering radius

depends on the level which the cell belongs to. Thus, the covering radius is 0 if the

cell is from the ground level otherwise it is the son cell’s covering radius.

Since the Hierarchical Cellular Tree allows a dynamic approach in which the elements

are inserted one after the other, the cell also needs an insertion method. Thus, when

a new element has to be inserted in the cell, a vertex is added to the graph including

the element’s content (the data type value, the uri name, the key identifier and a

pointer to the son cell if it has one), i.e. the vertex properties. Once the vertex has

been added, the similarity distance from this new element to each element belonging

to the cell is computed and, therefore, the graph is completed by adding the edges

with these computed weights. Then, the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) is updated

by recomputing it over the new graph. Due to the variation of the MST, all the cell

parameters which are related to the MST (the mean and variance of edge weights,

the maximum edge weight, the nucleus, the covering radius, and the compactness)

must be recomputed.

Finally, a method for updating the cell parameters has also been implemented. This

method is called when either an element has been removed from a cell or a cell has
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been divided into two newborn cells. In the former case, after being the vertex and

its edges removed from the graph, the MST must be recomputed and also all the

cell parameters depending on it. In the latter case, once the MST has been split by

removing the edge with the maximum weight, two new cells with two new MST are

obtained so the parameters for each newborn cell have to be also updated.

5.2 Level Implementation

A level is a basic container of cells that allows the HCT to be built in a hierarchical

way. We have implemented it as a set of pointers to the cells which belong to the

same level in order not to duplicate the same information. The data information is

only stored at the cell scale. The two higher level classes, i.e. level and HCT classes,

always work with pointers to the most basic container, i.e. the cell. Thus, a Level

object will depend on a CellModel as a template. For example:

typedef Cell<ColorStructure<InputType>, cs_dist> CellColorStructureType;

Level<CellColorStructureType> level;

where CellColorStructureType is a type of cell including elements which are Col-

orStructure descriptors, cs_dist is the distance function used to compute the simi-

larity between two elements described by the ColorStructure feature, and level is a

Level object which depends on the previous defined Cell type.

Apart from the set of cell pointers, there are another three parameters:

• Maturity size: This parameter represents the minimum number of elements to

be held by a cell to consider it mature.

• Number of insertions: It represents the number of elements that have been

inserted on that particular level so far.

• Compactness threshold: Each time an element is inserted in a mature cell,

the updated compactness value of the cell is compared with the compactness

threshold in order to decide whether or not the cell must be split. As said

before in Section 3.2, the compactness threshold is updated after a number of

insertion operations.
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A constructor with the maturity size as an input parameter has been implemented.

This constructor is called each time the top cell is split and a new top level is to be

created. There is also a method that allows changing the maturity size of the level

since in [KG07] it is proposed to have a different value for the top level. Therefore,

each time a new top level is created, the maturity size of its lower level, i.e. the former

top level, must be changed. There is no need of an insertion or removal method since

the STL container set has its own methods (insert and erase) which are used whenever

a cell must be either inserted or removed from a level.

5.3 HCT Implementation

The Hierarchical Cellular Tree has been implemented as a vector (STL container)

of Level objects. The HCT constructor has only two input parameters: (i) the

maturity size of an inner level (m_size), and (ii) the maturity size of the top level

(m_size_top_level):

HCTree(uint64 m_size = 7, uint64 m_size_top_level = 7)

This section has been divided into four subsections according to the different op-

erations which can be performed over an HCT: (i) the insertion methods, (ii) the

removal methods, (iii) the fitness check operations, and (iv) the proposed update

method for the covering radius.

5.3.1 Insertion methods

Once the HCT object has been created, the Hierarchical Cellular Tree is built by

calling an insertion method in a dynamic way for each element of the database to be

indexed. However, we have to differentiate between two insertion methods:

• A public method used for inserting new elements to be indexed. The element

is inserted in a cell from the ground level. The syntaxis is the following one:

void insert(typename CellType::VDType& new_elem,

std::string uri_name, std::string key = "-")
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where new_elem is the new element to be indexed, uri_name is the pathname

of the element inserted, and key is the element identifier.

• A private method which cannot be controlled externally. This method is called

automatically when a cell nucleus has to be inserted in the upper level due to

either a cell split or a nucleus change. The syntaxis is the following one:

void insert(typename CellType::VDType& new_elem,

std::string uri_name, uint64 level_num,

CellTypePointer son, std::string key = "-")

where new_elem, uri_name, and key are the same parameters as before, level_num

is the level number in which the element is to be inserted, and son is a pointer

to the cell from the lower level whose nucleus is the element being inserted.

The insert methods (both public and private) are based on the Preemptive Cell Search

algorithm proposed in [KG07]. This algorithm consists in searching the optimal cell

from a given level (the ground level if it is an external insertion) for the new element

to be inserted. The optimal cell, which will be called owner cell, is considered as

the cell whose nucleus is the nearest one to the element being inserted. Beginninng

from the top level, the most similar element at the current level is found, which is

dmin far from the new element. Then, for each element, if the distance to the new

element minus the covering radius of the son cell is greater than dmin the son cell

and the whole subtree can be discarded. In this way, we have the certainity that the

optimal cell will be found and the computational cost is expected to be lower than

an exhaustive search.

As said in Section 4.1, we proposed an approximation by excess for the covering

radius instead of using the exact value. This approximation has as advantage that

the optimal cell is never discarded and that the computational cost of keeping updated

an approximated value for the covering radius is much lower than doing it with the

exact value. On the other hand, using this approximation by excess can result in an

increment of the visited cells during future insertions or query requests. Next, there

is how the Preemptive Cell Search algorithm is called from the insert method:
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//! Type to refer to a pointer to CellModel

typedef CellModel* CellTypePointer;

CellTypePointer owner_cell;

std::vector<CellTypePointer > cells;

for(typename std::set<CellTypePointer >::iterator it=

_tree_container[top_level_num].cells.begin();

it!=_tree_container[top_level_num].cells.end(); ++it)

{

cells.push_back(*it);

}

owner_cell = _preemptive_cell_search(cells, new_elem,

top_level_num, level_num);

where _tree_container is the STL container vector of Level objects, cells is a

parameter which consists of the cells we have to consider from the current level

during the search (in this case, since the search starts on the top level, only the top

cell is pushed back), new_elem is the element being inserted, top_level_num is the

level on which the search starts, and level_num is the level on which the owner cell

for the new element has to be found.

The searching process for the optimal cell will not be necessary when the element has

to be inserted on the top level or on a level that is above the top one. In the former

case, there is only one cell on the top level so the element will be inserted on it:

owner_cell = *(_tree_container[top_level_num].cells.begin());

This happens when the HCT consists of only one level or when a cell from the second

top level has changed its nucleus or has suffered from a mitosis operation and the

new nucleus or nuclei has to be inserted on the top level. In the latter case, when

the top cell is split due to an insertion, then a new top level is created where the two

nuclei from the two newborn cells are inserted on it:
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Level<CellType> new_top_level(_maturity_size_top_level);

CellTypePointer new_top_cell = new CellType(new_elem, uri_name,

key, son);

new_top_level.cells.insert(new_top_cell);

_tree_container.push_back(new_top_level);

_tree_container[level_num].num_insertions = 1;

Once the owner cell is found, if the pointer to the son cell is not NULL, i.e. the insert

method has been called internally for promoting a new nucleus on the upper level,

then the parameter parent cell from the son cell will be pointing to the owner cell.

Then, the element is appended to this cell by calling the insert method from the cell

object and the parameter num insertions from that level is incremented:

if(son!=NULL)

{

son->parent_cell = owner_cell;

}

owner_cell->insert(new_elem, uri_name, key, son);

_tree_container[level_num].num_insertions++;

Once the element has been appended to the owner cell, this cell is submitted to a

post-processing check:

_post_processing(owner_cell, old_nucleus, level_num);

where old_nucleus is the cell nucleus before being post-processed and level_num is

the level which the owner cell belongs to. First of all, it is checked if the compactness

threshold has to be updated by comparing the number of insertions performed on

the current level with the updating period, i.e. every k insertions the compactness

threshold is updated, where k has been set to 10 in our experiments. The compactness

threshold is computed by using Equation 3.1 from Section 3.2, where k0 has been set

to 1.25 since this value is recommended in [KG07]. Then, the number of elements

which belong to owner cell is compared with the mature size of the level level num

to check if the cell is mature. On that point, we can have two different cases:
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• Case 1: The cell is not mature or the cell is mature but compact enough.

Therefore, the cell is not split. We have to check if the owner cell’s nucleus has

changed. In that case, if we are not at the top cell, the old nucleus is removed

from the upper level and the new representative is inserted in it:

_remove(old_nucleus, owner_cell->parent_cell, level_num+1);

insert(new_desc, new_uri, new_key, level_num+1, owner_cell);

where new_desc is the new nucleus to be inserted in the upper level (level_num+1)

with new_uri pathname and new_key identifier, and owner_cell is the pointer

to the son cell. On the other hand, if the nucleus has not changed we have to

check if the covering radius has been modified. In such a case, the parent cell’s

covering radius may have also changed. We check it by calling the function:

_check_parent_covering_radius(owner_cell, level_num);

which is called recursively until either the top cell or a parent cell whose covering

radius has not changed is reached. This function updates the covering radius

for the visited parent cells.

• Case 2: The cell is mature but not compact enough. We look for the edge with

the largest weight by iterating through the edges of the owner cell’s graph. Two

newborn cells (left_cell and right_cell) will be constructed by splitting

the MST at the retrieved edge. In order to know to which cell belongs each

vertex, the edge is removed from the MST and from each one of its two vertices

(one will belong to the left_cell and the other one to the right_cell) we

iterate through the edges of the MST and add each new vertex to the respective

newborn cell. When we visit an MST edge we can have two different cases: (i)

none of its two vertices belongs to one of the two newborn cells yet or (ii) one

of its vertices belongs to one of the two newborn cells. In the former case, the

edge is skipped for the time being. In the latter case, if one vertex of the edge in

which we are belongs to, let’s say, the left_cell, then the other vertex is also

appended to the left_cell and the edge is erased from the MST. We go on

iterating through the MST edges until there is no edge left. Once all the vertices

have been appended to either the left_cell or the rigth_cell, the two new

graphs are built. The edge weights of the two new graphs are not recomputed
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but they are got from the owner cell’s graph. Then, the update parameters

cell method is called for both cells in order to update the different parameters

which characterize a cell (mean weight, var weight, max weight, covering radius

and compactness). Next, the two newborn cells are appended to the set (STL

container) of cells belonging to the level given by level_num. In addition to

this, the parent cell parameter of the son cells pointed by the property index1

from every vertex of the two new cells are updated by pointing the respective

cell instead of the original owner cell. Then, if we are not at the top cell, the

owner cell’s nucleus (old_nucleus) is removed from the upper level:

_remove(old_nucleus, owner_cell->parent_cell, level_num+1);

Finally, the cell pointer to the owner cell is erased from the set of cells of the

current level, the content pointed by the owner cell is deleted and the two

nucleus from the newborn cells are inserted in the upper level:

_tree_container[level_num].cells.erase(owner_cell);

delete owner_cell;

insert(desc_left, uri_left, key_left, level_num+1, left_cell);

insert(desc_right, uri_right, key_right, level_num+1, right_cell);

where desc_left and desc_right are the two nucleus to be inserted in the up-

per level (level_num+1) with the respective pathname (uri_left and uri_right),

identifiers (key_left and key_right) and the pointer to the son cell (left_cell

and right_cell).

5.3.2 Removal methods

The Hierarchical Cellular Tree construction also allows the removal of items from the

indexing structure. As in the insertion case, we also have to differentiate between two

removing methods:

• A public method used for removing an element from the indexed database. The

syntaxis is the following one:

void remove(std::string elem_to_remove)
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where elem_to_remove is the pathname of the element to be removed.

• A private method which cannot be controlled externally. This method is called

automatically when a cell nucleus has to be removed from the upper level due

to a cell split, a nucleus change or a item removal from the indexed database.

The syntaxis is the following one:

void _remove(std::string uri_name, CellTypePointer owner_cell,

uint64 level_num, bool from_depleted_cell = false)

where uri_name is the pathname of the element to be removed, owner_cell is

the cell which hosts this element, level_num is the level number from which

the element has to be removed, and from_depleted_cell is a boolean value

which indicates whether the son cell from the lower level had become depleted

after the previous item removal.

The public remove method is called whenever an element from the database is not

wanted to belong to the indexing structure any longer. We have two different cases

depending on the number of elements belonging to the cell from which the element

will be removed:

• Case 1: There is only one element. Therefore, the cell will be depleted after

the element removal. If there is only one level which only contains the top

cell, then the cell is erased from the ground (and top) level’s set of cells and

the level is also pop back from the HCT’s vector of levels ( tree container). In

such a case, the whole HCT would be depleted. On the other hand, if there is

more than one level, it means that the cell from which the element has to be

removed does not belong to the top level. In such a case, the vertex is cleared

and removed from the graph, the cell pointer is erased from the current level

and the element, which was the nucleus of the depleted cell, must be removed

from the upper level by calling the private remove method with the parameter

from_depleted_cell set to true:

_remove(parent_uri, parent_cell, 1, true);
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where parent_uri is the same pathname as elem_to_remove and parent_cell

is the cell from the level 1 (level above the ground level) to which the parent_uri

belongs.

• Case 2: There is more than one element. Therefore, the cell will not be depleted

after the item removal. In this case, the vertex is cleared and removed from

the graph and the MST is recomputed. Next, the cell parameters are updated

by calling the cell method update parameters. Finally, the cell is subject to a

generic post processing as the explained before in the description of the method

post processing, which is also called by the insertion algorithm.

As said before, an element has to be removed from a cell not only when it has been

removed from the database. There are other situations in which an element is removed

internally due to the dynamic approach for the HCT building. The cells can split

and, therefore, the old nucleus has to be removed from the upper level where the two

new representatives will be inserted. Or simply a cell nucleus may have changed and

it is necessary to change it in the upper level. These cases can occur after both an

item insertion and removal. The way to proceed of the private remove method is very

similar to the public one. The main differences are detailed next:

• If an element is removed from the top cell and this cell becomes depleted, then

the new top level is the lower level and, therefore, its maturity size has to be

changed.

• If an element is removed from the top cell which has only two elements and the

element to be removed is the nucleus of a depleted cell from the lower level,

then the whole top cell has to be removed since we have the certainity that the

element has not been removed due to a nucleus change and, therefore, only one

element would belong to the top cell.

5.3.3 Fitness Check operations

We have also implemented one of the fitness check operations proposed in [KG07]

which is called Outliers Check. The objective of this operation is to minimize the

corruption, which might have occurred due to the order in which the elements have

been inserted, by reinserting the elements which belong to minor cells, i.e. cells with
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only one or a few items in it. So what we expect is that some mature or not minor

cells may host these elements. However, if the element insertion in the most suitable

cell results in a significant degradation on the cell compactness the cell may suffered

from a mitosis operation and the reinserted element may be hosted by a minor cell

again. In such a case, this means that the given element is an actual outlier and

belongs to a minor cell not due to the insertion order of the items. This operation

is performed for all levels in decreasing order from top to bottom except for the top

level since there is only one cell in it and can be performed periodically during or

after the HCT building.

We have implemented this method only for minor cells hosting one element, but not

for cells hosting a few items, since we consider that this is the worst case. The way

to proceed is the following one:

1. We iterate through the cells of the current level until a minor cell hosting only

one element is found. If there are no minor cells, we descend to the lower level.

2. Once a minor cell is found, its element is removed from the cell (so is the cell,

since becomes depleted) and is reinserted in the HCT at the current level. The

identifier of the reinserted element is stored in a temporal vector in order to

detect the possible real outliers.

3. We go on iterating through the cells and repeating Step 2 until there are no

minor cells or all the existing minor cells host elements which have been already

reinserted. Then, if we are at the ground level the algorithm has finished.

Otherwise, we descend to the lower level and go back to Step 1.

5.3.4 Update method for covering radius

Finally, the update covering radius method presented in Section 4.2 has been imple-

mented. This method consists in searching, for each nucleus of each cell and at each

level, the farthest element which is hosted by a ground level cell which belongs to the

subtree which has the afore-mentioned cell as root. To illustrate it better, let us sup-

pose that we have the HCT represented in Figure 5.1. If the update covering radius

method is called over this HCT, the covering radius will be updated for the cells C9,

C10, C11 and C12. When the covering radius for the cell C9 has to be updated, a

method which returns the ground level cells belonging to the subtree which has the
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Figure 5.1: Updating covering radius

cell C9 as root is called. Therefore, this method returns the cells C1, C2 and C3.

Then, the elements from these cells are compared to the nucleus of the cell C9, i.e.

the element E, and the distance given by the farthest element becomes the covering

radius. For the covering radius of the cell C10 and C11, the elements from the cells

C4 and C5, and C6, C7 and C8 are compared with the elements K and R respectively.

Finally, the elements from all the ground level cells are all compared with K in order

to update the covering radius for the top cell C12.

5.4 Write/Read HCT operations

The HCT building over a large database is a high cost operation. That is the reason

why the implementation of input and output operations for storing the indexing

structure in the hard disk and for reading the HCT from it is essential. Otherwise,

any modification on the HCT or any unpredicted query request would imply to rebuild

the HCT from scratch as long as we are not working over a server/client architecture.

In such a case, we would have a process which would be continously listenning for

possible query requests, new element insertions or element removals. However, if the

HCT was not stored at disk we would also run the risk of a server failure and the

HCT would need being rebuilt again from scratch.

The WriteHCTree class allows to write the Hierarchical Cellular Tree at disk by calling
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its operator << as shown following:

WriteHCTree wtree(outfile);

wtree << tree_cs;

where first the WriteHCTree constructor have been called, which have the pathname

outfile where the HCT will be stored, and then the operator << writes the HCT

tree_cs at disk in the given file. When this operator is called over an HCT, a TXT

file is created where the first line represents the maturity size of the inner levels and

the maturity size of the top level:

maturity_size top_maturity_size

Except for the first line, each line from the TXT file represents all the information

hosted by a cell of the HCT with the following format:

level_num kernel kernel_uri kernel_key num_vertices vertex#0

vertex#0_uri vertex#0_key vertex#0_data_value ... vertex#i

vertex#i_uri vertex#i_key vertex#i_data_value ... vertex#K

vertex#K_uri vertex#K_key vertex#K_data_value source_edge#0

target_edge#0 weight_edge#0 ... source_edge#i target_edge#i

weight_edge#i ... source_edge#K-1 target_edge#K-1 weight_edge#K-1

covering_radius mean_weights var_weights max_weight compactness

where level_num is the level to which the current cell belongs; kernel, kernel_uri

and kernel_key are the nucleus vertex, its path name and its identifier respec-

tively; num_vertices refers to the number of vertices (K+1) of the current cell;

vertex#i, vertex#i_uri, vertex#i_key and vertex#i_data_value are the ith ver-

tex, its path name, its identifier and its VDModel data type value; source_edge#i,

target_edge#i and weight_edge#i are the two vertices the ith edge consists of

and the distance between them; covering_radius, mean_weights, var_weights,

max_weight and compactness are the statistical cell parameters.

Once the information related to all the cells have been written to disk, an ending line

which consists of the number -1 is appended to the output file. All the HCT data
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need to be written at disk in order to rebuild perfectly an HCT in which to insert

new elements or to make query requests.

On the other hand, the complementary ReadHCTree class is the responsible for the

HCT reading. In this case, the constructor has the filename from which the HCT

has to be read as an input parameter. Then, the operator >> is used for loading the

HCT in it:

ReadHCTree rtree(infile);

rtree >> tree_cs;

This operator creates a new cell for each line read. An empty graph is built and the

different vertices and edges are added to it in order to fill the cell. Then, the cell is

appended to the corresponding level of the HCT container, which consists of a vector

of Level objects each of which contains a set of cell pointers. The HCT is rebuilt in

descending order (from top to bottom). In this way, except for the top cell, each time

a cell has been filled with the data taken from the TXT file, we look for the cell nucleus

identifier at the upper level and once found we set both the parent cell pointer from

the cell at the current level and the property index1 parameter of the vertex from the

upper level, i.e. the cell pointer to the son cell. This piece of information is not stored

at disk since it is intrinsically contained and, therefore, can be obtained as explained

before. We do the same for the MST, since its construction only needs the graph,

which has been already built. Finally, both maturity size and maturity size top level

global parameters are set.

5.5 A tool for image database indexing

The tool database indexing allows the user to index a database by using the Hi-

erarchical Cellular Tree technique in a handier way. Although the HCT has been

implemented for indexing any element type, this tool is no longer generic and is used

to index image database elements which are represented by some MPEG-7 visual de-

scriptors and are compared by using (dis)similarity measures defined also in MPEG-7

standard for each one of them. The user is asked to pre-compute the MPEG-7 visual

descriptors for each image from the database to be indexed and stored them in XML

files before using this tool. These XML files containing the descriptors can be gen-
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erated by using a tool named bpt population which was developed for the retrieval

system implemented in [Ven10]. Once computed, the image database to be indexed

is given as a TXT file containing the image visual descriptor filenames (XML) and a

unique identifier for each one:

pathname#1 id#1

pathname#2 id#2

...
...

pathname#N id#N

where N is the number of elements to be indexed. If more than one visual descriptor

is to be used, a different HCT is computed for each one of them. This tool also allows

the user to load from disk a database which has been previously indexed by using

the ReadHCTree class and add new elements to be indexed. In this way, the HCT

does not need to be recomputed from scratch every time that new items have to be

inserted and indexed. The resulting indexed structure is always saved as a TXT file

by using the WriteHCTree class.

Before detailing the different input parameters, we have to differentiate between the

three kinds of parameters of a tool implemented in the ImagePlus development plat-

form:

• Arguments. These ones are mandatory when the tool is called by the user. It

does not make sense to execute the program without them.

• Options. These ones are optional input parameters. They have a default value

in case the user has not specified any of them. An option name option is used

by adding it to the call:

--option_name=option_value

where option_value is the value given by the user to the option_name option.
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• Flags. These ones are as the options but their data type is a boolean value.

Since there are only two possibles values (false or true), it is not necessary to

specify its value. Its default value is false and if we want to change it we only

have to add it to the call:

--flag_name

Next, the different input parameters for the database indexing tool are detailed:

• database: TXT filename containing the image visual descriptor filenames (XML)

and a unique identifier for each one. Argument type.

• results: Directory where the HCT will be stored at disk in a TXT file. Argument

type.

• TopMaturitySize: Value of the maturity size cell parameter for the top level.

Once the top cell has a number of elements greater than or equal to the Top-

MaturitySize, the cell may suffer from a mitosis operation if it is not compact

enough. It is an integer value. Option type. Its default value is 7.

• MaturitySize: Value of the maturity size cell parameter for all levels except for

the top level. When a cell has a number of elements greater than or equal to

the MaturitySize it becomes mature and may suffer from a mitosis operation.

It is also an integer value. Option type. Its default value is 7.

• VDColorStructure: Whether Color Structure descriptor is considered or not for

HCT building. Flag type.

• VDColorLayout: Whether Color Layout descriptor is considered or not for HCT

building. Flag type.

• VDDominantColor: Whether Dominant Color descriptor is considered or not

for HCT building. Flag type.

• VDEdgeHistogram: Whether Texture Edge Histogram descriptor is considered

or not for HCT building. Flag type.

• PreviousHCTreeColorStructure: TXT filename containing an HCT which has

been built according to the Color Structure descriptor and is wanted to be
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loaded in order to add new elements to the indexed structure. If this parameter

is used, then the VDColorStructure flag must be also used. Option type. Its

default value is “-”.

• PreviousHCTreeColorLayout: TXT filename containing an HCT which has

been built according to the Color Layout descriptor and is wanted to be loaded

in order to add new elements to the indexed structure. If this parameter is

used, then the VDColorLayout flag must be also used. Option type. Its default

value is “-”.

• PreviousHCTreeDominantColor: TXT filename containing an HCT which has

been built according to the Dominant Color descriptor and is wanted to be

loaded in order to add new elements to the indexed structure. If this parameter

is used, then the VDDominantColor flag must be also used. Option type. Its

default value is “-”.

• PreviousHCTreeEdgeHistogram: TXT filename containing an HCT which has

been built according to the Texture Edge Histogram descriptor and is wanted

to be loaded in order to add new elements to the indexed structure. If this

parameter is used, then the VDEdgeHistogram flag must be also used. Option

type. Its default value is “-”.

Next, we give an example of a database indexing tool call:

database_indexing /imatge/cventura/.../database.txt

/imatge/cventura/.../results/ --TopMaturitySize=24

--MaturitySize=6 --VDColorStructure

where the HCT would be built according to the Color Structure descriptor. The

file where the HCT is stored in the results directory is named tree-cs.txt after the

descriptor name the HCT building is based on. In the same way, if the HCT is built

based on the Color Layout, the Dominant Color or the Edge Histogram, the HCT is

stored in a file named tree-cl.txt, tree-dc.txt or tree-eh.txt respectively.

If we wanted to add new elements to the previous generated HCT, we would call the

database indexing tool in the following way:
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database_indexing /imatge/cventura/.../new_elements_database.txt

/imatge/cventura/.../results/ --TopMaturitySize=24

--MaturitySize=6 --VDColorStructure

--PreviousHCTreeColorStructure=/imatge/cventura/.../results/tree-cs.txt

In such an example, the old Hierarchical Cellular Tree would be rewritten since we

have given the same results directory as before.

5.6 A tool for image retrieval over HCT

The hct query tool allows the user to carry out a search on an image database given

an example, a technique which is called Query by Example. This image database has

to be previously indexed using the Hierarchical Cellular Tree technique to reduce the

high computational cost time which would imply to perform an exhaustive search in

the database. Therefore, the database indexing tool has to be previously called to

index the image database. In the hct query tool, the user selects the query image by

giving the filename of the XML containing its MPEG-7 visual descriptors, which have

been previously extracted by using the bpt population tool. Instead of an XML file,

the user is also allowed to give an image filename, but the searching time will increase

slightly due to the compution of the necessary visual descriptors. Furthermore, this

tool also allows the user to perform several retrievals by giving a TXT file including

the different images query filenames (XML or not). The user also selects on which

descriptors the search is based and which searching technique is to be used. There

will be a compromise between the searching time and the quality of the retrieved

images depending on the chosen searching technique. Finally, the user is asked if he

wants to perform a new retrieval by changing some configuration parameters (query,

used descriptors, number of results...) without waiting for the HCT being load again.

Next, the different input parameters for the database indexing tool are detailed:

• query: Query image visual descriptors filename (XML), query image filename

(JPEG,PNG...) or TXT file including several query images filenames (XML or

JPEG,PNG...). Argument type.

• results: Directory where the results of the search will be stored at disk in an

XML file. The format of this output file is compatible with the graphic interface
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GOS (Graphic Object Searcher) [CY09] to visualize the results in a handier way.

Argument type.

• num results: Number of retrieved images expected to be retrieved for the user.

Option type. Its default value is 10.

• PreviousHCTreeColorStructure: TXT filename containing an HCT which has

been built according to the Color Structure descriptor and is wanted to be

loaded in order to perform query requests over it. Option type. Its default

value is “-”.

• PreviousHCTreeColorLayout: TXT filename containing an HCT which has

been built according to the Color Layout descriptor and is wanted to be loaded

in order to perform query requests over it. Option type. Its default value is “-”.

• PreviousHCTreeDominantColor: TXT filename containing an HCT which has

been built according to the Dominant Color descriptor and is wanted to be

loaded in order to perform query requests over it. Option type. Its default

value is “-”.

• PreviousHCTreeEdgeHistogram: TXT filename containing an HCT which has

been built according to the Texture Edge Histogram descriptor and is wanted

to be loaded in order to perform query requests over it. Option type. Its default

value is “-”.

• VDColorStructure: Whether Color Structure descriptor is considered or not for

the search. If this parameter is used, then an HCT based on that descriptor

must be loaded by using the PreviousHCTreeColorStructure option. Flag type.

• VDColorLayout: Whether Color Layout descriptor is considered or not for the

search. If this parameter is used, then an HCT based on that descriptor must

be loaded by using the PreviousHCTreeColorLayout option. Flag type.

• VDDominantColor: Whether Dominant Color descriptor is considered or not

for the search. If this parameter is used, then an HCT based on that descriptor

must be loaded by using the PreviousHCTreeDominantColor option. Flag type.

• VDEdgeHistogram: Whether Texture Edge Histogram descriptor is considered

or not for the search. If this parameter is used, then an HCT based on that
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descriptor must be loaded by using the PreviousHCTreeEdgeHistogram option.

Flag type.

• ColorStructureWeight: Weight for Color Structure descriptor. It is used when

more than one visual descriptor is considered. It is a float number. Option

type. Its default value is 1.

• ColorLayoutWeight: Weight for Color Layout descriptor. It is used when more

than one visual descriptor is considered. It is a float number. Option type. Its

default value is 1.

• DominantColorWeight: Weight for Dominant Color descriptor. It is used when

more than one visual descriptor is considered. It is a float number. Option

type. Its default value is 1.

• EdgeHistogramWeight: Weight for Texture Edge Histogram descriptor. It is

used when more than one visual descriptor is considered. It is a float number.

Option type. Its default value is 1.

• interactive: Mode in which the user can perform a new retrieval by changing

some configuration parameters once the original query request has been com-

pleted. Flag type.

Next, we give an example of an hct query tool call:

hct_query /imatge/.../image-vd.xml /imatge/.../results/ --num_results=20

--PreviousHCTreeColorStructure=/imatge/.../tree-cs.txt --VDColorStructure

where the HCT based on the Color Structure descriptor and stored in the tree-cs.txt

file is loaded and the 20 most similar images to the query image (its descriptor is read

from the image-vd.xml file) retrieved by the preemptive search technique are stored

in an XML file of the results directory.

5.7 HCT over a server/client architecture

The image retrieval system based on the Hierarchical Cellular Tree indexing technique

has been also implemented over a server/client architecture which can support several
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clients who are allowed to launch query requests over an image database. Therefore, a

daemon program which loads an indexed database and is constantly running waiting

for new query requests is necessary. Furthermore, we also need a means of commu-

nication between the receiver of the query requests (the server) and the sender (the

client).

With this purpose, a messaging system called KSC (Keni Socket Communication)

[Jor09] has been selected. This system emerged from the need of an asynchron mes-

saging system which allowed different modules to communicate each other in the

CHIL (Computers in the Human Interaction Loop) European project [Chi]. In a

KSC system, there is only one server and several clients. The objective of the server

is to control the registration of the clients, to find out to which message type the

clients subscribe and to forward the messages to the subscribed clients. There are

two kinds of clients: (i) writers and (ii) readers. There can be only one writer for each

message type whereas there is no restriction on the number of readers. When a writer

creates a message, this message is sent to the server since the writer does not know

which clients are subscribed to this message type. That is the reason why the server

establishes the communication between the writer and the readers by forwarding the

messages and manages the subscription queries. In Figure 5.2, a scheme of the KSC

messaging system extracted from [Jor09] is represented.

Figure 5.2: Scheme of the KSC messaging system
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Based on this scheme, two tools have been implemented: (i) the hct building tool

and (ii) the query request tool. The former is the responsible for indexing the image

database and carry out the query requests sent by the query request tool. Thus,

once the image database has been indexed, the hct building subscribes as a receiver

to a message type named SearchKSCMessage. It is the query request tool which

subscribes as a sender to this kind of message in order to communicate with the

hct building tool trough the KSCenter and define the parameters of the search. The

SearchKSCMessage has the following structure:

class SearchKSCMessage

{

public:

char query[256];

char results[256];

uint64 num_results;

bool VDColorStructure;

bool VDColorLayout;

bool VDDominantColor;

bool VDEdgeHistogram;

bool fusion;

float64 ColorStructureWeight;

float64 ColorLayoutWeight;

float64 DominantColorWeight;

float64 EdgeHistogramWeight;

bool exhaustive;

bool preemptive;

uint64 exhaustive_level;

char file_type[256];

};

where each SearchKSCMessage member has the same meaning as the configuration

parameters of the hct query tool. These parameters are set by the user through the

query request tool input parameters, which are used in the same way as the hct query

tool. There are two additional parameters in order to establish the communication

with the KSCenter:
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• host: the host where the KSC server has been launched. Option type. Its

default value is the local host.

• port: the port on which the KSC server is listening for requests. Option type.

Its default value is 4444.

These two parameters allow our architecture to have different servers communicated

with several clients each one. In this way, we can have different image database

indexed each one on a different host or port. Thus, the user can perform his query

requests over different image database as long as they have been indexed by the

hct building tool each one on a different port or host, which the user must know.

As said before, the hct building is the responsible for indexing the database. This

tool has to be executed before launching any query request. Its input parameters are

the same as the database indexing ones, except the two additional parameters (host

and port) which are necessary for the KSC communication.

Apart from these two tools, one of them subscribing as receiver and the other one as

sender of the SearchKSCMessage type, it is also necessary the KSC server, which is

the first to be executed since it supplies the communication mean between the two

former ones. The KSC server is launched by command line:

>$ KSCenter port

Where port is the port number on which we want to establish the communication

between the hct building and query request tools. After launching the KSC server,

the following message shoud appear on the console:

>$ KSC started. Listening for request on port port

Both hct building and query request tools also subscribe to another message type

named SearchCompletedKSCMessage. This time it is the hct building which sub-

scribes as a sender and the query request as a receiver. This message is used to

inform that the searching process has been properly completed. A scheme of the

KSC architecture for our image retrieval system is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Our KSC architecture scheme

An example of use of the HCT over the server/client architecture is shown following:

1. First of all, the KSC server is executed on the 147.83.50.77 host:

>$ KSCenter 4444

2. The hct building tool is called to index the desired image database over which

the query requests will be performed:

>$ hct_building --database=/imatge/cventura/.../database.txt

--VDColorStructure --host=147.83.50.77 --port=4444

3. Finally, the query request tool is launched each time the user wants to perform

a new image retrieval:

>$ query_request /imatge/.../image-vd.xml /imatge/.../results/

--num_results=20 --VDColorStructure --preemptive --port=4444

--host=147.83.50.77

As in the hct query tool, the format of this output file, which is created by the

hct building once the requested search has been completed, is compatible with the

graphic interface GOS (Graphic Object Searcher) to visualize the results in a handier

way. This interface manages the user interaction with the query by example system

implemented in [Ven10], allowing the user to retrieve some images similar to the

query in an attractive and intuitive way. Furthermore, thanks to the support of the
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Figure 5.4: Configuration of the HCT parameters in the GOS

image researching group, the GOS has been also adapted in order to launch the query

requests over the HCT directly from this graphic user interface. Thus, if we access

to File > Preferences we can configure the GOS so that the search are performed

over an indexed image database as it is shown in Figure 5.4. We have to choose the

option Use HCT and specify the path of the query request executable in the Path to

the HCT Search Engine field. Furthermore, we choose the option Memory Tree and

specify the values of the Host and Port parameters in which the hct building tool

is running waiting for new query requests. These configuration parameters are saved

for future retrievals.



Chapter 6

Experimental results

Once the Hierarchical Cellular Tree and several searching techniques have been im-

plemented, we proceed to their evaluation in order to know whether the proposed

modifications improve the original implementation. First of all, in Section 6.1 we set

the experiments which have been carried out. Thus, the different parameters to be

analyzed are defined as well as the image database over which the experiments have

been carried out. Next, the HCT building is evaluated in Section 6.2 by analyzing

its intrinsic HCT parameters as well as the time required for the HCT to be built

and the time required for some post processing methods. It is in Section 6.3 where

the retrieval system is evaluated according to several retrieval performance measures

defined in the literature. Finally, many illustrative query requests examples from the

image database are shown in Section 6.4.

6.1 Setting the experiments

In this section we are going to define the framework for the experiments, i.e. which

factors are going to be analyzed, which image database has been indexed for evalu-

ating the retrieval system and which criteria have been used in order to compare the

database elements. Basically, we have different kinds of HCT to be evaluated since

the tree construction depends on several factors:

• The covering radius. The HCT can be built according to either the original

covering radius proposed in [KG07] or our proposed approximation by excess

(see Section 4.1).

61
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• The update method for the covering radius (see Section 4.2). Whether this

method is applied once the HCT has been built in order to have the exact

values for the covering radius or not.

• The outliers check method (see Section 5.3.3). Whether this method is applied

once the HCT has been built in order to minimize the number of minority cells

or not.

Therefore, we have 8 (23) differents HCTs. Furthermore, we also want to evaluate

how the maturize size has an influence on the results evaluation. Thus, we have set

3 differents values for this parameter:

• We have set the values proposed in [KG07], which are 6 and 24 for maturity size

and top maturity size, respectively.

• In order to evaluate whether setting the same value to the top level has any

influence on the performance, we have set both the maturity size and the

top maturity size to 7

• In order to evaluate how the HCT performes when a larger maturity size value

is used, we have set both the maturity size and the top maturity size to 12.

These HCTs have been built over a database which consists of 216,317 images. These

images are keyframes which have been extracted from the video content given by

the Corporació Catalana de Mitjans Audiovisuals (CCMA), which is involved in the

CENIT Buscamedia project [Bus]. The image database used is divided in several

assets which represent different video sequences. The content of these videos is generic

since we can find news programs, sport events such as soccer matches or Formule One

races, cultural programs, political debates, etc. In Figure 6.1, some images from the

database are presented.

For all these images, the MPEG-7 Color Structure Descriptor has been computed and

has been stored in XML files. We have chosen this descriptor for the experiments since

the Color Structure gave the best performance for image retrieval in [Ven10]. There-

fore, the HCTs have been built based on this descriptor and the Jeffrey divergence

[Ven10] as its dissimilarity measure since this distance gave the best results.
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Figure 6.1: Sample images from CCMA database

6.2 HCT building evaluation

Although the main objective of these experiments is to evaluate how fast the retrieval

system is and how good the obtained results are depending on the searching technique

and the HCT used, we also want to analyze the intrinsic parameters of the HCT, which

are independent from the retrieval system. In other words, the HCT parameters

reflect how well performed the hierarchical clustering is. Thus, for each HCT, the

following parameters have been studied:

• Number of levels: Number of levels into which the HCT has been hierarchically

divided.

• Number of cells: Number of cells belonging to the ground level.

• Mean cell size: A cell from the ground level consists of the number of elements

on average.

• Variance cell size: Variance of the number of elements belonging to each ground

level cell.

• Number of mature cells: Number of cells from the ground level which are ma-

ture, i.e. the cells which consist of more elements than the maturize size.

• Percentage of mature cells: Relative number of mature cells in the ground level.
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• Percentage of elements in mature cells: Relative number of elements belonging

to mature cells.

• Covering radius mean and variance: Mean and variance of the covering radius

values from the ground level cells.

• Compactness mean and variance: Mean and variance of the compactness values

from the ground level cells.

All these parameters have been analyzed independently from the covering radius up-

date method since it has no influence on their values. When the method for updating

the covering radius is used, only the covering radius values from the cells which do

not belong to the ground level can change and, therefore, also the compactness values

do. Table 6.1 shows these HCT parameter statistics.

As we expected, the larger the maturity size value, the smaller the number of levels of

the HCT. This is because the cells can host more elements without becoming mature

and, therefore, the mean cell size is increased as can be seen in the table. This increase

in the number of elements by cell does not mean that the cells become more focused.

On the contrary, when we increase the maturity size value, we are allowing the cells

to host more elements without any compactness requirement. That is the reason

why the mean covering radius and the mean compactness values become worse when

the maturity size values are increased. As a consequence, the number of cells in the

ground level is reduced and, therefore, there are fewer elements (the cell’s nuclei) to

be clustered in the upper level. With the same reasoning for the rest of levels, it is

clear the reason why the HCT with the largest maturity size value is the HCT which

has the smallest number of levels.

Furthermore, the selection of either the proposed covering radius or the original one

has also an influence on the HCT parameters. Since the original covering radius can

not guarantee that the most suitable cell is found whenever a new element is inserted,

the selection of a cell which is not the most appropriate results in a worse global

compactness. As a consequence, the mean covering radius and the mean compactness

values are better when the proposed covering radius is used.
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proposed covering radius original covering radius

6/24 7/7 12/12 6/24 7/7

Num.
11 12 9 11 12

Levels

Num.
65941 59096 42503 66006 59161

Cells

Mean
3.28 3.66 5.09 3.28 3.66

cell size

Variance
54.92 68.72 109.42 7.18 19.65

cell size

Mature
0.48 1.04 0.80 0.37 0.85

cells (%)

Elems in
2.31 4.43 4.27 1.83 3.82

mature cells (%)

Mean covering
0.19 0.21 0.26 0.23 0.24

radius

Variance
0.04 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.06

covering radius

Mean
0.05 0.07 0.40 0.10 0.10

compactness

Variance
0.06 0.11 0.69 3.06 0.73

compactness

Table 6.1: HCT parameter statistics

There are also two more parameters to be considered:

• Construction time: the time which is necessary for the HCT to be built. This

parameter will be considered jointly with the retrieval system evaluation in

Section 6.3 to discern which HCT behaves better.

• Inserting time: the time which is necessary for a new element to be inserted in

the HCT. It will also be evaluated jointly with the retrieval system performance

in Section 6.3.

The time required for building the HCT over the whole image database by using the

original covering radius is 50,867.9 seconds (14.13 hours). In Figure 6.2 the evolution
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Figure 6.2: HCT building time for original covering radius

of the building time in function of the number of elements inserted is shown. We

can see that the building time does not behave linearly but exponentially. This

behaviour can also be seen in Figure 6.3 where the insertion time for a new element has

been represented as a function of the elements previously inserted in the HCT. Each

insertion time has been obtained by averaging the insertion time of 1,000 elements.

We can see that the greater the number of elements previously indexed, the longer

the insertion time required for a new insertion. Thus, the mean insertion time is

0.1758 seconds when 50,000 elements have been indexed, whereas the required time

for a new insertion when more than 200,000 elements have been inserted is 0.3818

seconds. This is because the greater the number of elements, the more complex the

HCT structure and, therefore, the more time the Preemptive Cell Search algorithm

used by the insertion process requires.

On the other hand, when our proposed approximation by excess of the covering ra-

dius is used, the time required for building the HCT over the whole image database

is 472,534 seconds (131.26 hours), which means more than 9 times the time required

by the original covering radius. For the proposed covering radius, the evolution of the
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Figure 6.3: HCT insertion time for original covering radius

building time in function of the number of elements inserted is shown in Figure 6.4.

As when the original covering radius is used, the building time also behaves in an

exponential way. As before, the time required for a new insertion in function of the

elements previously inserted is also represented in Figure 6.5. We can see that the

mean insertion time required is far longer than in the original covering radius case,

taking from 1.173 seconds when 50,000 elements have been indexed (in comparison to

the 0.1758 seconds for the original covering radius) to 3.973 seconds when more than

200,000 elements have been previously inserted (0.3818 seconds for the original cover-

ing radius). This larger building time for the proposed covering radius in comparison

to the original one is because a number of cells larger than the strictly necessary are

being visited and, therefore, the correctness of the HCT construction is guaranteed,

whereas the original covering radius does not guarantee the right insertion of the

elements in the sense that they may not be inserted in the most suitable cell.

Finally, we are going to analyze the time required for the post processing methods

which have been implemented, i.e. the outliers check method proposed in [KG07]

and the update method for the covering radius (see Table 6.2). These methods are

going to be jointly evaluated with the retrieval system in order to know whether it is
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Figure 6.4: HCT building time for proposed covering radius
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proposed covering radius original covering radius

Outliers check
47225.8 56760.2

required time (s)
Covering radius

98.03 95.42
update time (s)

Table 6.2: Required time for post processing methods

worth or not applying them. Up to now we come to the conclusion that the outliers

check method is far more computationally costly than the update method for the

covering radius. Furthermore, we have also analyzed which influence has the update

method when it is applied periodically. Figure 6.6 shows the evolution of the HCT

building time when the update method for the proposed covering radius is applied

every 25,000, 10,000 and 5,000 elements in comparison to when this method is not

applied. We can see that the building time is reduced when the update method is

applied with respect to the proposed covering radius but it is still worse than the

building time for the original covering radius. On the contrary, the building time

for the original covering radius is increased when the update method is used. This

is because the number of cells visited during the insertion process once the update

method is applied increases since the covering radius is no longer an approximation

by defect of its actual value. Therefore, a number of cells smaller than the necessary

were being visited before the update method was applied. This behavior is shown in

Figure 6.7, in which the update method has been applied after 200,000 elements have

been inserted. As a result, the mean insertion time gets remarkably worse. On the

other hand, as it will be seen in the next section, applying the update method will

result in a better quality of the retrieved results.

6.3 Retrieval system evaluation

Once the HCT parameter statistics have been analyzed, we proceed to evaluate our

retrieval system. Since there is no large-enough image-database available with a

ground truth which would allow us to evaluate the whole system, i.e. both the

indexing technique and the visual descriptors used for computing the distance between

any pair of elements, we have decided to evaluate only the indexing technique. In

other words, we are going to evaluate how worse is the search along the indexed
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database with respect to an exhaustive search. On the other hand, the retrieval

times are expected to be better by using the searching techniques over the HCT than

a linear search over the whole image database, which results in a retrieval time of 10

seconds approximately. Thus, as in all systems of this kind, we expect a compromise

between the retrieval time and the quality of the retrieved images. First of all, we

are going to evaluate independently these two factors for each proposed searching

technique and each HCT built.

In order to evaluate the retrieval system, we have chosen randomly 1,082 images from

the database which have been used as queries. They have been chosen by taking an

image out of every 200 images. Then, for each query image, an exhaustive search

has been carried out to know which are the most similar images to the query one.

Next, for each HCT built and for each searching technique a new ranking is obtained.

These new rankings consist in approximations of the nearest neighbours for each

image query. Therefore, these new rankings must be compared with the ranking

obtained by the exhaustive search. Since in both the exhaustive and the approximate

rankings the elements are not sorted at the cellular scale but at the element scale,

the elements belonging to both rankings, i.e. the elements in common, will be sorted

in the same order. Thus, the approximated ranking can be formed by taking the

exhaustive ranking and removing the elements which have not been found by the

searching technique used over the HCT.

In order to compare the approximate rankings with the exhaustive ranking, we use

three different measures which have been found in the literature for comparing top k

lists:

• Mean Competitive Recall [CPR+07][SMR04][Ger07]. Let k be the number of

images we want to retrieve and A(k, q, E) the set of k images retrieved by the

searching technique A (Preemptive Cell Search, Most Similar Nucleus and Hy-

brid) for an image query q on our indexed image database E. Let GT (k, q, E)

be the set of the k nearest neighbours to the image query q which has been ob-

tained through an exhaustive search. Then, the competitive recall CR(A, q, k)

is defined as the number of elements belonging to the instersection of both sets,

i.e. CR(A, q, k) = |A(k, q, E) ∩GT (k, q, E)|. Note that competitive recall is an

integer number in the range [0, ..., k] and a higher value indicates higher quality.

The Mean Competitive Recall CR is the average of the competitive recall over
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a set of queries Q:

CR(A,Q,E) =
1

|Q|
∑
q∈Q

CR(A, q, k) (6.1)

In our experiments, Q is the set of 1,082 query images chosen randomly from

the image database.

• Mean Normalized Aggregate Goodness [SMR04][Ger07]. Let FS(k, q, E) be the

set of k images in the image database E farthest from the image query q. Let

W (k, q, E) be the sum of distances of the k farthest elements from q:

W (k, q, E) =
∑

p∈FS(k,q,E)

d(q, p)

where d(p, q) is the distance from the image query q to the image p which

belongs to the set FS. In our experiments, this distance is the (dis)similarity

measure for the MPEG-7 Color Structure Descriptor. Then, the Normalized

Aggregate Goodness (NAG) is defined as:

NAG(k, q, A) =
W (k, q, E)−

∑
p∈A(k,q,E) d(p, q)

W (k, q, E)−
∑

p∈GT (k,q,E) d(p, q)

where, as in the Mean Competitive Recall, A(k, q, E) is the set of k images

retrieved by the searching technique A (Preemptive Cell Search, Most Similar

Nucleus and Hybrid) for an image query q on our indexed image database E

and GT (k, q, E) is the set of the k nearest neighbours to the image query q

which has been obtained through an exhaustive search. Note that the NAG is a

real number in the range [0,1] and a higher value indicates higher quality. The

NAG is 1 only when the k nearest elements are retrieved and is 0 only when the

k farthest elements are retrieved. Thus, the Aggregate Goodness is normalized

with respect to the worst possible result. Then, the Mean Normalized Aggregate

Goodness results from the average of the NAG over a set of queries Q:

NAG(A,Q,E) =
1

|Q|
∑
q∈Q

NAG(A, q, k) (6.2)

• Kendall distance [FKS03]. This distance is a variation of the standard Kendall’s

tau metric between permutations [Ken70]. A permutation σ is a bijection from

a set D (in our case the image database) onto the set [n] = {1, ..., n} where n is
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the size of |D|. Therefore, in our context, a permutation represents the order in

which the images from the database have been sorted with respect to the query

image, i.e. the ranking over the whole image database. For a permutation σ,

let σ(i) be the position of the element i in the rank. We say that i is ahead of j

in σ if σ(i) < σ(j). Let P = {{i, j}|i 6= j and i, j ∈ D} be the set of unordered

pairs of distinct elements. Let σ1 and σ2 be two permutations to be compared.

Then, for each pair {i, j} ∈ P of distinct members of D, if i and j are in the

same order in both permutations there is no penalization, i.e. Ki,j(σ1, σ2)=0;

otherwise, Ki,j(σ1, σ2)=1. Finally, Kendall’s tau is given by:

K(σ1, σ2) =
∑
{i,j}∈P

Ki,j(σ1, σ2)

Kendall’s tau turns out to be equal to the number of exchanges needed in a

bubble sort to convert one permutation to the other. This distance is modified

in [FKS03] not to compare permutations but top k lists. The main difference to

be considered is that two top k lists τ1 and τ2 over the same database can have

different elements, i.e. an element from the database can appear only in one of

the two top k lists. Now, D is defined as the union of the elements belonging to

at least one permutation, i.e. D = Dτ1 ∪Dτ2 , and P as the set of all unordered

pairs of elements in Dτ1∪Dτ2 . Now, for each pair {i, j} ∈ P of distinct members

of D, there are 4 different cases:

– Case 1 (i and j appear in both top k lists). If i and j are in the same order

there is no penalty, i.e. Ki,j(τ1, τ2) = 0; otherwise, Ki,j(τ1, τ2) = 1. In our

experiments, this latter case is not possible since the elements are sorted

according to the same criteria on both top k lists.

– Case 2 (i and j both appear in one top k list (say τ1), and exactly one

of i or j, say i, appears in the other top k list (τ2). If i is ahead of j

in τ1 there is no penalty; otherwise, Ki,j(τ1, τ2) = 1. In our experiments,

this case happens when an element of the exhaustive rank has not been

found by the searching technique over the HCT and does not appear in

the approximated ranking. On the contrary, when two elements belong

to the approximated ranking and exactly only one of them belongs to the

exhaustive ranking, the element which appears in both lists is always the

best placed in the approximated ranking and, therefore, there is no penalty.
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– Case 3 (i, but not j, appears in one top k list (say τ1), and j, but not i,

appears in the other top k list (τ2)). In such a case, there will be always

penalty, so Ki,j(τ1, τ2) = 1. In our retrieval system, this case is given when

we have a pair consisting of one element from the exhaustive ranking which

have not been retrieved by the used searching technique and one element

from the bottom of the approximated ranking which does not appear in

the exhaustive ranking.

– Case 4 (i and j both appear in one top k list (say τ1), but neither i nor j

appears in the other top k list (τ2)). In such a case, since the elements do

not belong to one of the top k lists, we cannot know whether the order in

which the elements would appear is the same or not. The user is allowed

to define the penalty for this case. In our experiments, this case occurs

when we have a pair consisting of either two elements from the exhaustive

rank which have not been retrieved by the used searching technique or two

elements from the bottom of the approximated rank which do not appear

in the exhaustive rank. We have set the penalty to 0, which corresponds

with the minimizing Kendall distance defined in [FKS03].

Apart from the these measures for the retrieval system evaluation and the retrieval

time, we have also computed the percentage of success in retrieving the query image,

i.e. how often the own query image can be found among the results of the retrieval

system. There are several cases to analyze depending on the following factors:

• The covering radius. The HCT can be build according to either the original

covering radius proposed in [KG07] or our proposed approximation by excess.

• The update method for the covering radius. Whether this method is applied

once the HCT has been built in order to have the exact values for the covering

radius or not.

• The outliers check method. Whether this method is applied once the HCT has

been built in order to minimize the number of minority cells or not.

• The maturity size. We have given 3 different values to this parameter: (i) matu-

rity size = 6 and top maturity size = 24, (ii) maturity size = top maturity size

= 7, and (iii) maturity size = top maturity size = 12.
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• The searching technique. We have used the proposed searching techniques:

(i) Most Similar Nucleus, (ii) Preemptive Cell Search, and (iii) Hybrid. In

the latter case, we have set to 7, 8 and 9 the number of levels in which the

Preemptive Cell Search algorithm is used.

• The number of results asked by the user. We have set this value to 10, 20, 40

and 80.

First of all, we want to focus the results evaluation on the covering radius and also

the proposed update method for it. Table 6.3 shows the results when the outliers

check method is not used, the maturity size = 6 and the top maturity size = 24, the

searching technique is the Preemptive Cell Search and the number of results asked is

40.

proposed covering radius original covering radius

non updated updated non updated updated

Mean retrieval
1.2386 0.8319 0.1058 1.0095

time (s)

Variance retrieval
0.1886 0.1466 0.0057 0.1994

time (s)

Retrieved
99.26 99.26 49.26 97.04

queries (%)

CR 28.09 27.51 12.35 26.42

NAG 0.9970 0.9967 0.9814 0.9965

Kendall 295.24 313.87 934.14 356.92

Table 6.3: HCT results evaluation without outliers check method, maturity size = 6
and top maturity size = 24, Preemptive Cell Search and 40 results

Analyzing the results from Table 6.3 we can see that the retrieval system behaves

by far the worst when the original covering radius [KG07] is used without the im-

plemented method for updating the covering radius since there are only 12.35 out

of 40 elements in common between the rankings on average. In addition to this,

the query image is retrieved only in the 49.26% of the query requests. We come to

the same conclusion by analyzing the Normalized Aggregate Goodness (0.9814 is the

lowest value) and the Kendall distance (934.14 is the greatest value). On the other

hand, the retrieval time is far better than in the other cases. It takes only 0.1058
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seconds on average. This is because the original covering radius is an approximation

by defect of its exact value and, therefore, a lower number of cells are visited, which

means a lower number of comparisons. As consequence, not all the cells which should

be visited according to the exact covering radius are visited, which results in a bad

performance. This performance for the original covering radius is improved when the

update method for the covering radius is used. This is because the covering does not

take into account only the elements in the current cell but the whole subtree holding

from that cell once this update method is applied. On the other hand, the searching

time gets far worse than before (1.0095 seconds on average). The reason why the

quality measures on the retrieved results for the proposed covering radius are slightly

better when the update method is not used is that more cells are visited and, there-

fore, more elements can be taken into account for generating the ranking. On the

other hand, this results on a far worse searching time (1.2386 seconds on average).

Therefore, for the experiment reflected on Table 6.3, our proposed approximation by

excess for the covering radius and using the update method gives the best performance

considering a compromise between the quality measures and the searching time. In

addition to this, we have to consider that the time required for the updated method

(see Table 6.2) can be considered negligible in comparison with the time required for

the HCT construction.

Now, we are going to analyze the same experiment but using the Most Similar Nucleus

technique instead of the Preemptive Cell Search. The results are shown in Table 6.4.

For this technique, the covering radius is not used during the search so it does not

matter whether the update method for the covering radius is used or not.

Analyzing the results from Table 6.4, we come to the conclusion that the Most Similar

Nucleus technique gives a bad performance since the query image is retrieved only

in the 5.00% of the query requests and there are only 1.35 out of 40 elements in

common between the rankings on average. These results are even worse when the

original covering radius is used. On the other hand, the retrieval time is only 0.0075

seconds on average. Since the retrieval time is so short, we have tried incrementing the

number of elements considered in the sorting process to obtain a better performance

on the resulting ranking. Therefore, instead of considering the number of cells which

include at least twice the number of elements desired, i.e. 80 elements, we have tried

considering 400 (10 times), 800 (20 times), 1000 (25 times), 2000 (50 times), 5000

(125 times), 10000 (250 times) and 20000 (500 times) elements to generate the top
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40 list. The obtained results are shown in Table 6.5.

As we expected, the quality of the results improves when the number of elements being

considered for the sorting is increased. On the other hand, the greater the number

of elements considered, the worse the retrieval time. This is because the number

of comparisons done is directly proportional to the number of elements considered.

Anyway, we come to the conclusion that even if we consider 20000 elements, which

means a retrieval time of 1.3695 seconds, the quality of the results is worse than the

quality obtained when the Preemptive Cell Search algorithm is used. The former

gives 12.33 out of 40 elements in common between the rankings on average whereas

proposed covering radius original covering radius

Mean retrieval
0.0072 0.0075

time (s)

Variance retrieval
2.01e-05 1.91e-05

time (s)

Retrieved
5.00 3.70

queries (%)

CR 1.35 0.84

NAG 0.9087 0.9075

Kendall 1530.93 1554.52

Table 6.4: HCT results evaluation without outliers check method, maturity size = 6
and top maturity size = 24, Most Similar Nucleus and 40 results

Elements 400 800 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000

Mean retrieval
0.0575 0.0567 0.0700 0.1380 0.3438 0.6871 1.3695

time (s)

Variance retrieval
3.10e-05 3.21e-05 4.20e-05 8.20e-05 0.0004 0.0014 0.0054

time (s)

Retrieved
7.21 8.23 9.15 12.01 18.39 22.83 31.61

queries (%)

CR 2.24 2.82 3.16 4.26 6.53 8.61 12.33

NAG 0.9309 0.9387 0.9416 0.9517 0.9646 0.9709 0.9776

Kendall 1490.57 1462.89 1447.66 1395.03 1289.14 1192.19 1025.71

Table 6.5: HCT results evaluation without outliers check method, maturity size = 6
and top maturity size = 24, Most Similar Nucleus and 40 results
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the latter gives 27.51 elements in common in a shorter retrieval time (0.8319 seconds).

This conclusion is also corroborated by the other quality measures, i.e. the Normalized

Aggregate Goodness and the Kendall distance. Furthermore, this experiment allows

us to come to conclude that the first progressive subqueries proposed in [KG07] for

the Progressive Query over a Query Path would not give a performance so good as

the performance obtained when the Preemptive Cell Search is applied.

Let us consider the Hybrid technique which combines the two searching techniques

analyzed above. As explained in Section 4.3, the Preemptive Cell Search is applied

over the uppermost levels (a given number of levels) and the Most Similar Nucleus

is used over the lowest levels. We have carried out the experiments by setting to 7,

8 and 9 the number of levels over which the Preemptive Cell Search is applied. The

results of the evaluation are shown in Tables 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 respectively.

proposed covering radius original covering radius

non updated updated non updated updated

Mean retrieval
0.2484 0.2172 0.0442 0.2123

time (s)

Variance retrieval
0.0002 0.0009 0.0003 0.0006

time (s)

Retrieved
37.99 37.99 23.75 30.13

queries (%)

CR 9.84 9.83 5.86 7.69

NAG 0.9727 0.9727 0.9629 0.9686

Kendall 1105.96 1106.08 1292.37 1199.37

Table 6.6: HCT results evaluation without outliers check method, maturity size = 6
and top maturity size = 24, Hybrid with Preemptive Cell Search over the 7 uppermost
levels and 40 results

From the results showed in Tables 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8, we come to the conclusion that

we expected. Thus, the larger the number of levels over which the Preemptive Cell

Search is applied, the longer the retrieval time. Therefore, for the Hybrid searching

technique, we have a retrieval time which is always shorter than the Preemptive Cell

Search retrieval time and longer than the Most Similar Nucleus retrieval time. For

example, for the proposed covering radius we have:
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0.0072 seconds ≤ Retrieval time Hybrid ≤ 0.8319 seconds

where 0.0072 seconds is the retrieval time for the Most Similar Nucleus technique

and 0.8319 is the retrieval time for the Preemptive Cell Search technique. On the

proposed covering radius original covering radius

non updated updated non updated updated

Mean retrieval
0.5338 0.4144 0.0612 0.4241

time (s)

Variance retrieval
0.0039 0.0093 0.0010 0.0081

time (s)

Retrieved
57.95 57.95 31.61 45.19

queries (%)

CR 14.23 14.22 7.84 11.24

NAG 0.9824 0.9824 0.9704 0.9782

Kendall 883.36 883.51 1184.59 1016.11

Table 6.7: HCT results evaluation without outliers check method, maturity size = 6
and top maturity size = 24, Hybrid with Preemptive Cell Search over the 8 uppermost
levels and 40 results

proposed covering radius original covering radius

non updated updated non updated updated

Mean query
0.9818 0.6835 0.0829 0.7413

time (s)

Variance query
0.0495 0.0569 0.0026 0.0595

time (s)

Retrieved
84.20 84.20 42.70 73.01

queries (%)

CR 20.85 20.81 10.62 18.29

NAG 0.9918 0.9917 0.9779 0.9894

Kendall 579.14 580.43 1042.70 686.00

Table 6.8: HCT results evaluation without outliers check method, maturity size = 6
and top maturity size = 24, Hybrid with Preemptive Cell Search over the 9 uppermost
levels and 40 results
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other hand, the larger the number of levels over which the Preemptive Cell Search

is performed, the better the quality measures are. Therefore, the performance of the

retrieval system by using the Hybrid technique is always better than the performance

obtained by the Most Similar Nucleus and worse than the performance given by the

Preemptive Cell Search. For example, for the proposed covering radius and the Mean

Competitive Recall measure we have:

1.3475 ≤ CR Hybrid ≤ 27.512

where 1.3475 is the Mean Competitive Recall when the Most Similar Nucleus tech-

nique is used and 27.512 is the value for the Preemptive Cell Search. Given a number

of preemptive levels, we come to the same conclusion than for the other searching

techniques, i.e. the original covering radius without the update method gives by

far the worst performance according to the quality measures whereas the proposed

covering radius with the updated method gives the best one.

Now, we are going to evaluate which influence the maturity size parameter has on

the performance of the retrieval system. We have three different scenerios: (i) matu-

rity size = 6 and top maturity size = 24, (ii) maturity size = 7 and top maturity size

= 7, and (iii) maturity size = 12 and top maturity size = 12. We have set the other

variables as before, i.e. without the outliers method and 40 results, and we have

used the Preemptive Search Cell technique and the proposed covering radius with

the update method since they gives the best performance. The results are shown in

Table 6.9.

From the results showed in Table 6.9, we come to the conclusion that setting the

maturize size to a different value for the intermediate levels and the top level has

hardly any influence on the performance. On the other hand, increasing the maturity

size value results in a slightly better retrieval time (0.7444 seconds on average) but

the quality measures show that the results are slightly worse.

Regarding the outliers check method, we are going to evaluate whether the results

improve or not. Table 6.10 shows the performance evaluation depending on whether

this method is applied or not for both the original and the proposed covering radius.

On both HCTs, the update method for the covering radius has been also applied

before the outliers check method.
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maturity size = 6 maturity size = 7 maturity size = 12
top maturity size = 24 top maturity size = 7 top maturity size = 12

Mean retrieval
0.8319 0.8131 0.7444

time (s)

Variance retrieval
0.1466 0.1356 0.0954

time (s)

Retrieved
99.26 98.43 97.60

queries (%)

CR 27.51 27.64 25.70

NAG 0.9967 0.9969 0.9959

Kendall 313.87 311.71 380.35

Table 6.9: HCT results evaluation without outliers check method, with the proposed
covering radius and the update method, the Preemptive Cell Search and 40 results

proposed covering radius original covering radius

non outliers outliers non outliers outliers
check method check method check method check method

Mean retrieval
0.8319 0.9155 1.0095 1.2212

time (s)

Variance retrieval
0.1466 0.1119 0.1994 0.1720

time (s)

Retrieved
99.26 99.35 97.04 96.67

queries (%)

CR 27.51 28.14 26.42 26.51

NAG 0.9967 0.9972 0.9965 0.9964

Kendall 313.87 292.65 356.92 356.03

Table 6.10: HCT results evaluation of the outliers check method over the HCT with
the update method, the Preemptive Cell Search and 40 results

From the results showed in Table 6.10 we can observe a slight improvement of the

performance when the check outliers method is applied whereas the retrieval time

gets worse. In addition, taking into account the computational cost of this method

(see Table 6.2) we come to the conclusion that it is not worth applying the outliers

check method.

Finally, we are going to analyze which influence the number of results asked by the

user has on the performance of the retrieval system. Table 6.11 shows the performance
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evaluation depending on the number of results: (i) 10, (ii) 20, (iii) 40, and (iv) 80.

As before, these results have been obtained with the Preemptive Cell Search over the

HCT build with maturity size = 6 and top maturity size = 24, the proposed covering

radius with the update method and without applying the outliers check method.

Num. results 10 20 40 80

Mean retrieval
0.8514 0.8301 0.8319 0.8357

time (s)

Variance retrieval
0.1464 0.1466 0.1466 0.1467

time (s)

Retrieved
95.75 98.15 99.26 99.72

queries (%)

CR 7.21 14.09 27.51 53.67

NAG 0.9977 0.9974 0.9967 0.9956

Kendall 18.33 75.23 313.87 1313.06

Table 6.11: HCT results evaluation without outliers check method, maturity size =
6 and top maturity size = 24, with Preemptive Cell Search over the HCT with the
proposed covering radius and the update method

From Table 6.11, we can see that the number of results asked by the user has hardly

influence on the retrieval time. This is because it is during the search among the

intermediate level that most of the comparison operations are performed. The number

of comparisons over the elements of the ground level, which depends on the number

of results asked by the user, is negligible with respect to the number of comparison

over the whole HCT body. The percentage of success in retrieving the query image

increases with the number of results asked since the number of elements taken into

account during the sorting process also does (the number of elements considered is

at least twice the number of results asked). The Mean Competitive Recall cannot be

directly compared since its value depends on the number of results. We have 7.21 out

of 10 elements in common on average, which means 72.10% of the elements, 14.09 out

of 20 (70.35%), 27.51 out of 40 (68.78%) and 53.67 out of 80 (67.09%). Therefore, the

percentage of elements in common between the exact ranking and the approximated

one gets slightly worse when the number of elements asked by the user increases. We

come to the same conclusion analyzing the Normalized Aggregate Goodness since it

also get slighty worse when the number of results increases. Finally, the behavior of

Kendall distance is not linear behaviour but quadratic. In other words, the distance
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computed over a ranking τ1, which consist of twice the elements of a ranking τ2, is

expected to be four times the distance computed over τ2. Therefore, since 18.33×4 =

73.32 < 75.23, 75.23 × 4 = 300.92 < 313.87 and 313.87 × 4 = 1255.48 < 1313.06 we

also come to the same conclusion that the results get slightly worse when the number

of results increases.

6.4 Query request examples

Now, we want to illustrate the performance of our retrieval system through several

query request samples which have been carried out by using the GOS interface. We

are going to show examples from different kinds of content which have been extracted

from the CCMA database. In particular, the results to be shown have been taken

from the set of 1,082 queries used in the retrieval system evaluation in Section 6.3.

The first example showed in Figure 6.8 is divided into two figures. The upper one

represents the results returned by the retrieval system when the Preemptive Cell

Search is used over the HCT (see Figure 6.8a). In particular, these results have been

obtained by using the HCT with maturity size = 6 and top maturity size = 24, with

the updated method, without the outliers check method and 40 results asked by the

user. We have decided these values for the maturity size and the top maturity size

since these ones were proposed in [KG07]. Moreover, the other assessed values did

not change the performance of the system. On the contrary, the update method and

the Preemptive Cell Search adapted as a searching technique result in a far better

performance than Progressive Query, which is also proposed in [KG07] and is based

on the Most Similar Nucleus technique. Therefore, this configuration for the retrieval

system over the HCT will be also used for the rest of the examples. The query image

is shown on the top-left corner in which there is an anchorperson. The lower figure

(see Figure 6.8b) represents the results of an exhaustive (linear) search over the whole

image database, i.e. the ranking with which the results obtained over the HCT are

compared. The images marked with a green rectangle have been retrieved by the

Preemptive Cell Search algorithm, i.e. they appear in the upper image, whereas the

ones which are marked with a red rectangle are the missing ones in the approximated

ranking.

From now on only the lower figure will be shown in the rest of examples. This is

because this figure by itself gives information of both the exhaustive search and the
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Preemptive Cell Search. Thus, all the images showed (it does not matter which is

the color of the rectangle which are marked with) represent the exhaustive ranking

whereas the images marked with a green rectangle form the top part of the approx-

imated ranking obtained by the Preemptive Cell Search. In this way, we are not

showing the elements which form the bottom part of the approximated ranking, i.e.

the elements which do not belong to the exact K nearest neighbors but have been

retrieved by the Preemptive Cell Search. However, we want to highlight the elements

(a) Results obtained by Preemptive Cell Search over the HCT

(b) Results obtained by a linear search over the image database

Figure 6.8: Comparison between the results obtained by using or not the indexing
structure
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Figure 6.9: Comparison between rankings from an anchorperson query image

which have not been retrieved by the retrieval system over the HCT since these ele-

ments give us an idea of how relevant is what the user is missing. Furthermore, we

consider that the elements retrieved by the Preemptive Cell Search which are not

shown in the lower figure are not so relevant since the user will discard quickly in

his mind due to the following reasons: (i) they are the least similar elements to the

query images among the results returned, and (ii) they belong to the bottom of the

approximate ranking and the user tends to focus on the top of the ranking. Figure 6.9

shows an example in which another anchorperson is used as a query and where both

exhaustive and approximate rankings are the same.

Figures 6.10, 6.11, 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14 show examples in which images from sports

events have been used as queries. In particular, the image queries consist of a close-up

and a pan shot from a soccer match in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11 respectively, a

pan shot from a handball match in Figure 6.12 and a close-up and a pan shot from

Formule One in Figures 6.13 and 6.14 respectively.

Next, Figures 6.15 and 6.16 show two more examples of the retrieval system in which

two images from a political debate have been used as queries.

Finally, Figure 6.17 shows an example in which a forecast weather program is used as

a query image whereas the query images used in Figures 6.18, 6.19 and 6.20 consist

of images extracted from entertainment TV programs. Figure 6.21 shows a query

request from TV series.
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Figure 6.10: Comparison between rankings from a soccer match close-up query

Figure 6.11: Comparison between rankings from a soccer match pan shot query
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Figure 6.12: Comparison between rankings from a handball match pan shot query

Figure 6.13: Comparison between rankings from a Formule One close-up query
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Figure 6.14: Comparison between rankings from a Formule One pan shot query

Figure 6.15: Comparison between rankings from a political debate query
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Figure 6.16: Comparison between rankings from a political debate query

Figure 6.17: Comparison between rankings from a forecast weather program query
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Figure 6.18: Comparison between rankings from an enternainment TV program

Figure 6.19: Comparison between rankings from an enternainment TV program
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Figure 6.20: Comparison between rankings from an enternainment TV program

Figure 6.21: Comparison between rankings from a TV series





Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this project, an indexing technique called Hierarchical Cellular Tree (HCT) [KG07]

has been implemented in order to improve the retrieval times of the retrieval system

based on some MPEG-7 visual descriptors which had been previously implemented in

[Ven10]. HCT is a MAM-based indexing technique with a dynamical approach which

allows changes in the indexed database. Therefore, new elements can be inserted

whenever we want and existing elements can be removed from the database without

having to rebuild the HCT from scratch.

Although the Hierarchical Cellular Tree has been chosen to be used in a particular

scenario, i.e. a CBIR system based on some specific features, its implementation

allows to index any type of data and, therefore, the HCT is useful for indexing a

generic database as long as there is a function to measure the dissimilarity between

any pair of elements.

Furthermore, some modifications have been proposed to the original HCT. Thus, (i) a

redefinition of the covering radius by giving an approximation by excess and (ii) the

implementation of a method which allows to update the covering radius to its actual

value have resulted in an improvement of the quality of the retrieved elements (27.51

out of 40 elements retrieved on average and 99.26% of success in retrieving the query

element) with respect to the retrieval system based on the original covering radius

(12.35 out of 40 elements retrieved on average and 49.26% of success in retrieving the

query element), which was an approximation by defect. In addition to this, the use

of the Preemptive Cell Search algorithm, which is the basic method for the insertion

of new elements, as a searching technique is another important contribution. Thus,

93
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the retrieval system performance is far better in both retrieval time and retrieved

results aspects when this technique is applied (a retrieval time of 0.8319 seconds and

27.51 out of 40 elements retrieved on average) in comparison to the Progressive Query

system (a retrieval time of 1.3695 seconds and 12.33 out of 40 elements retrieved on

average), which was proposed in [KG07].

Since there are no large databases with a ground truth for evaluating our retrieval

system, a great effort has been done in order to evaluate it in the most possible

objective way. Thus, the results obtained by the searching techniques over the HCT

for a set of queries have been compared with the top k list containing the k nearest

elements resulting from an exhaustive search over the whole database by using some

contrasted measures between top k lists extracted from the literature. Therefore, the

HCT has been built over a database which consists of 216,317 images obtained from

a public service broadcaster.

According to the experimental results, we conclude that the proposed covering radius

gives the best performance as long as the update method is used (a retrieval time

of 0.8319 seconds and 27.51 out of 40 elements retrieved on average). Although

the original covering radius gives by far the best retrieval time (0.1058 seconds on

average), it is also the one which gives by far the worst retrieved results (12.35 out

of 40 elements retrieved on average). However, the performance of the retrieval

system based on the original covering radius is remarkably improved when the update

method is applied once the HCT has been built (26.42 out of 40 elements retrieved on

average) to the detriment of the retrieval time (1.0095 seconds on average), which gets

remarkably worse than before the update method was applied. On the other hand,

the main disadvantage of the proposed covering radius lies in the computational time

required for building the HCT (472,534 seconds) in contrast to the time required

when the original covering radius is used (50,868 seconds). However, this time can be

reduced by applying periodically the update method for the covering radius during

the HCT construction.

This project opens the door to new future work lines. The main work line consists in

adapting the HCT implementation for working with very large databases which do

not allow to be indexed by only using the main memory. Therefore, it is necessary

to implement a new approach in which both the main memory and the hard disk are

used. Thus, when a new element needs to be indexed or a search over the indexed
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database is requested, the uppermost levels of the HCT will be loaded at the main

memory and the lowest levels will remain stored at the hard disk. Then, when a cell

from the lowest level of the HCT loaded at the main memory is reached, the subtree

holding from that cell is also loaded at the main memory, whereas the upper levels are

freed. Other approaches consisting in using data pointers instead of storing the visual

descriptors in the HCT structure must be analyzed, although the computational time

is expected to be increased since each comparison will result in an access to hard disk.

The implementation of this indexing technique will also allow to improve the retrieval

time of any region-based CBIR system. In such a system, we are interested in search-

ing images which contain a region similar to the query region. Thus, each image from

the database is divided into a set of regions and the visual descriptors are computed

independently for each region. Therefore, the number of elements to be compared

is remarkably increased. For instance, if each image is represented by a set of 100

regions, an image database of 1,000 images results in 100,000 elements, which now

can be seen as a large database. It is in this context that the HCT can be very useful.

Thus, each element from the HCT will no longer represent an image, but a region,

and the cells will contain similar regions according to the criteria used, which now

can be based on new features such as shape descriptors.

Another future work line resulting from this project is the implementation of a browser

for an image database as the HCT Browsing application proposed in [KG07]. Thus,

HCT can provide a basis for accomplishing an efficient browsing scheme. The hi-

erarchic structure of the HCT is quite appropriate to give an overview to the user

about what lies under the current level. Therefore, a browser based on the HCT can

turn out to be a guided tour among the database items if it is well supported via an

user-friendly graphic interface. Thus, the browser can be also used as an alternative

way to retrieve elements from a database.

Finally, in this project, the search operations have been always based on only one vi-

sual descriptor. However, for some query requests maybe more than one descriptor is

required. For instance, the user may want to perform a search based not only in color

but also in texture. Furthermore, in a region-based CBIR system, the visual descrip-

tors based on shape play an important role. Therefore, several visual descriptors will

be required by the user. As a consequence, it is necessary to study how to work with

several descriptors at the same time. There are two options: (i) to build a different
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HCT for each possible combination of descriptors, and (ii) to build one HCT for each

descriptor and then fusion the results of the queries performed independently on each

HCT. The former solution has a drawback: the number of HCTs to be built increases

exponentially with the number of descriptors which can be used. The second solution

builds one HCT for each descriptor. However, it has a potential drawback: if only

the K nearest elements are retrieved over each HCT, the intersection of the obtained

rankings could be empty. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a more sophisticated

technique which deals with this problem.
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